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Welcome to the 108th University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Commencement.

This is the day to recognize the academic effort and personal commitment put forward by our graduating students. As you look around, you can appreciate our need to use an arena of this size. We all look every bit like the university that enrolls more Wisconsin residents than any other.

The work of a university and how it influences students is often considered to conclude when students finish their studies. At UWM, we are working to change that perception. Many members of our faculty and staff are involved in partnerships with area businesses, industries, non-profit agencies and educational institutions that are leading to more jobs throughout the region for our students after they graduate. We’re also encouraging new levels of innovation and entrepreneurship among our faculty, staff and students to support their efforts to create new companies and, again, create more jobs. The university’s role in the community evolves constantly, and UWM embraces the challenge of keeping up with the changes needed to support the region.

On behalf of the UWM faculty and staff, I congratulate all of today’s graduating students. They are the first members of our Class of 2013. When combined with those who will follow in December, the Class of 2013 may be the first to exceed 5,500 students. An academic degree brings newfound opportunities and benefits to both the recipient and the wider community. I know all of us gathered here celebrate our students’ accomplishments today, and, because of their achievements, we look forward to a brighter tomorrow.

Michael R. Lovell
Chancellor
THE STORY OF THE UWM SEAL

Official ceremonial activities and actions of the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee nearly always make use of the UWM seal. It can be found on all significant university documents. The key elements of the UWM corporate seal are the university’s logo in the center and the years above the word “Milwaukee.”

The logo was redesigned in 1999 to more distinctly represent the university. Distinguishing elements of the redesigned logo include the different typefaces used for the letters “UW” and “M,” which reflect the diversity inherent at UW-Milwaukee, and the overlapping of the “W” and the “M” to show the connection between the University of Wisconsin System and Milwaukee’s university. The two wavy banners below the letters “UWM” show movement and suggest a continuum of education throughout one’s life. The banners also represent waves and emphasize how Milwaukee and the campus are located near water. The nimbus, appearing behind the logo, symbolizes educational enlightenment.

The three years noted in the corporate seal are 1849, 1885 and 1956.

1849 represents the era that higher education began in this state. Wisconsin became the 30th state in the union on May 29, 1848. Less than two months later, on July 26, the University of Wisconsin was established under provisions in the new state constitution. One of the initial steps to prepare students for university was enrolling young people in preparatory classes. On February 5, 1849, 17 boys arrived for preparatory classes in space borrowed from the Madison Female Academy. This date is referred to in Wisconsin education as Founders Day. Then, in autumn 1850, the first University of Wisconsin freshman class assembled in Madison for first-year instruction as part of a four-year college curriculum.

1885 denotes the beginnings of public higher education in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee State Normal School. The Wisconsin legislature in 1880 approved expanding higher education by establishing nine normal schools around the state. The first students in Milwaukee were admitted in 1885. In the beginning, curriculum was limited to a two-year teacher-training program. As its educational mission evolved, the school’s name changed. It became the Milwaukee State Teachers College in 1927 and the Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, in 1951.

1956 signals the beginning of the modern era of public higher education in Milwaukee. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, many proposals to expand higher education offerings in Milwaukee were considered. The successful proposal approved in 1955 combined the previously mentioned Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee office of the University Extension Center, an auxiliary of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. The new university was considered a part of the University of Wisconsin and classes at the new University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee began in the fall of 1956.
A Quick History of UWM

The name has changed—several times—but the roots of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee go back to 1885 when Wisconsin established the Milwaukee Normal School, a two-year teacher’s college.

Some important dates:

1885 Milwaukee Normal School opens to train teachers in downtown Milwaukee at 18th & Wells
1892 University of Wisconsin offers day and evening classes in Milwaukee
1909 With the completion of a new Milwaukee Normal School building (today’s Mitchell Hall) the campus moves to its present location
1920 The University of Wisconsin Extension Division, formed in 1907, takes over responsibility for UW instruction in Milwaukee
1927 Normal school becomes Milwaukee State Teachers College with 4-year degree
1928 UW Extension opens Milwaukee Center downtown
1951 Milwaukee State Teachers College becomes Wisconsin State College with liberal arts degrees
1956 WSC & UW Milwaukee Extension merge to form UWM
1961 The 8.6-acre Milwaukee-Downer Seminary site, including 3 buildings, is purchased
1963 UWM offers first PhD degree, in mathematics
1964 UWM buys Milwaukee-Downer College buildings, expands campus
1965 UWM purchases the 6.3-acre Milwaukee University School campus
1970 Three residence towers, collectively called Sandburg Halls, open for student housing
1988 UW System designates eight Centers of Excellence at UWM
1995 Division of Outreach and Continuing Education Extension (now the School of Continuing Education) moves to new offices in the downtown Plankinton Building
2000 UWM awards diploma to 125,000th graduate; UWM named among top 102 public doctoral research universities in nation
2001 Governor announces honors academy at UWM
2002 Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts opens. Fourth tower added to Sandburg Residence Halls.
2005 Men’s basketball team advances to Sweet 16 in NCAA Tournament.
2006 $100-million Campaign for UWM announced. Pavilion athletics complex and Kenilworth Square mixed-use student housing facility open. Men’s and women’s basketball teams both advance to NCAA Tournament.
2008 Campaign for UWM is completed more than a year early with $125 million pledged to the university.
2010 The School of Freshwater Sciences and Zilber School of Public Health become the first new academic schools established at UWM since the 1960s. UWM acquires the former Columbia Hospital campus: 11 acres; seven buildings with more than 800,000 gross square feet of space; and about 900 parking spaces.

By the turn of the century, the school had expanded to offer programs in the liberal arts and science as well as education. By the ’30’s, the school, now called Milwaukee State Teachers College, was a national leader in innovative teacher education, with 1,500 students. A student from the 1916-17 academic year, Golda Meir, became prime minister of Israel from 1969-1974.

After World War II, the College was authorized to award four-year bachelor degrees and in 1951 became Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee. Five years later it combined with the Milwaukee Extension Center, which had been the local outreach program of the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Together, the two institutions became the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with its focus on academic research, teaching and community service.

Since its founding, UWM has expanded its programs so that today its 14 schools and colleges offer 94 undergraduate programs, 53 masters and 32 doctoral degrees.
The medallion for Chancellor Lovell was created by a team of Peck School of the Arts faculty and students. The front is a map of the East Side campus, the mechanical back opens to reveal the chancellor’s name, and the chain is made up of panther claw-inspired links.

**THE MEANING OF ACADEMIC REGALIA**

Academic gowns were worn as early as the 12th century. Their primary purpose then was to protect the wearer against the elements. When accepted styles of dress began to change in the 16th century, those in the legal and medical professions as well as scholars in the universities retained the traditional dress of gowns and hoods. The origin of the cap is unclear.

*Styles and colors* had no particular meaning until 1895 when an “Intercollegiate Code” established design and color criteria. The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, the front part has an arc cut away. The gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has velvet down the front with three bars of the same velvet across the sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

*The academic hood* is the visual representation of the academic degree. The level of the degree is indicated by the length of the hood and the width of its velvet edging, with the doctoral hood being the largest. The color of the lining of the hood denotes the school conferring the degree, the color of the velvet binding denotes the field of study. The color denoting the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is gold, dark blue is the color denoting philosophy; therefore, all recipients of the Doctor of Philosophy degree (Ph.D.) at UWM wear hoods lined with gold and trimmed in dark blue velvet.

Other trim colors that you may observe among the masters candidates and the faculty are:

- BLUE VIOLET—Architecture
- WHITE—Art
- BROWN—Art/Dance/Drama
- BEIGE—Business Administration
- LIGHT BLUE—Education
- ORANGE—Engineering/Computer Science
- PEACOCK—Human Resources & Labor Relations
- LEMON—Library & Information Science
- PINK—Music
- APRICOT—Nursing
- GOLD—Science
- CITRON—Social Work/Criminal Justice

**Honors:** The gold cord, worn by some of the bachelor’s degree candidates, identifies those students who have been awarded Commencement Honors for high academic achievement throughout their career at UWM. An asterisk (*) is directly after the names of bachelor’s degree candidates awarded Commencement Honors in this program.

The pewter-colored stole recognizes undergraduate students receiving the Honor’s Degree. This special diploma is awarded in recognition of outstanding academic achievement to students who have completed the requirements of the University Honors College and achieved an overall grade point average of 3.5 or above.

Marshals wear the gold cap and gown. They are responsible for leading the degree candidates in the processional marches and for keeping order throughout the ceremony.
UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS

BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM
BRENT SMITH
   President

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM
KEVIN P. REILLY
   President

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN–MILWAUKEE
CHANCELLOR’S EXECUTIVE STAFF

MICHAEL R. LOVELL
   Chancellor

JOHANNES J. BRITZ
   Provost and Vice Chancellor

PATRICIA A. BORGER
   Vice Chancellor-Development and Alumni Relations

ROBIN VAN HARPEN
   Interim Vice Chancellor-Finance and Administrative Affairs

DAVID H. GILBERT
   Senior Advisor to the Chancellor; President-UWM Foundation

GOVERNANCE REPRESENTATIVES

MARK D. SCHWARTZ
   University Committee

JEAN M. SALZER
   Academic Staff Committee
ACADEMIC DEANS COUNCIL

ROBERT C. GREENSTREET
   Dean, School of Architecture & Urban Planning

SCOTT EMMONS
   Interim Dean, Peck School of the Arts

TIMOTHY L. SMUNT
   Dean, Sheldon B. Lubar School of Business

SAM WHITE
   Interim Dean, School of Continuing Education

CAROL L. COLBECK
   Dean, School of Education

BRETT A. PETERS
   Dean, College of Engineering & Applied Science

DAVID E. J. GARMAN
   Dean, School of Freshwater Sciences

DAVID YU
   Interim Dean, Graduate School

CHUKUKA S. ENWEMEKA
   Dean, College of Health Sciences

WOOSEOB JEONG
   Interim Dean, School of Information Studies

RODNEY SWAIN
   Dean, College of Letters & Science

SALLY P. LUNDEEN
   Dean, College of Nursing

MAGDA PECK
   Dean, Joseph J. Zilber School of Public Health

STAN STOJKOVIC
   Dean, Helen Bader School of Social Welfare
BLACK COMMENCEMENT ORDER OF CEREMONY

PRELUDE
   UWM Wind Ensemble
   John Climer, Conductor

PROCESIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
   Raven Monique Dockery, vocalist

WELCOME
   Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
   Regina Millner, Regent
   UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
   Allyson Nemec, President
   UWM Alumni Association

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE
   Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
   John Gurda
   Author, Historian, and Broadcaster

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
   Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor

RECESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Recessional
JOHN GURDA
Author, Historian, and Broadcaster

Honorary Doctor of Milwaukee History and Geography

Escorted by: Dean Rodney Swain, College of Letters and Science

JOHN GURDA an alumnus of University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (M.A. Cultural Geography), has cultivated, since 1972, an admirable career as the renowned premier historian of Milwaukee. He has authored at least nineteen books. He is best recognized for *The Making of Milwaukee*, the basis of an Emmy-award winning documentary produced by Milwaukee Public Television. Mr. Gurda’s contributions to the legacy of the City of Milwaukee are highly regarded locally and nationally.

Mr. Gurda’s achievements include more than 40 years of historical writings and work in public broadcasting. He has been a recipient of the Wisconsin Historical Society’s Award of Merit eight times. This award recognizes outstanding historical work that helps connect individuals to the past. Undeniably, Mr. Gurda has effectively communicated a “sense of place” to his readers through his extensive collection of publications. He is a highly sought after authority on Milwaukee’s history. UWM administrators and policy analysts who participate in collaborative endeavors with local public and private agencies have used his vast knowledge of the city’s history.

The many awards he has received over the years, including the prestigious Emmy Award for best historical documentary in 2007, have recognized Mr. Gurda’s accomplishments. In 2010, Mr. Gurda received the C.R. Conlee Community Service Award from the Milwaukee County Historical Society. Every year since 1954, the Milwaukee County Historical Society has honored individuals, community organizations and business that have worked diligently to preserve and promote local history. As several letters of recommendation confirmed, Mr. Gurda’s efforts are extremely significant to preserving the City’s past. Clearly his promoting a greater appreciation of the City’s history has led to a better understanding of the issues and challenges of today’s City.

Mr. Gurda is a patron and benefactor of the UWM Libraries. Over the years he has used the Libraries for research for various projects including his TV series, *The Making of Milwaukee*, based on his monumental book by the same title. Mr. Gurda recognizes the national and international value of UWM’s Libraries and has actively supported it, specifically the American Geographical Society Library. Yet again, his status as a well-respected historian is evidenced by the high demand for his publications at the Libraries.

Mr. Gurda has contributed to the intellectual life of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, as a supporter of UWM Libraries and a guest lecturer in numerous university courses. Certainly, he has become synonymous with the title “historian of Milwaukee”. Granting Mr. Gurda an honorary degree is a most suitable recognition of his prolific and sustained service to the university and Milwaukee community.
GOLD COMMENCEMENT ORDER OF CEREMONY

PRELUDE
   UWM Wind Ensemble
   John Climer, Conductor

PROCESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
   Raven Monique Dockery, vocalist

WELCOME
   Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
   Michael J. Falbo, Regent
   UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
   Allyson Nemec, President
   UWM Alumni Association

RECOGNITION OF THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS Awardees
   Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES
   Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
   Marianne Lubar
   Arts Visionary, Philanthropist, and Leader

   Allan H. (Bud) Selig
   Commissioner
   Major League Baseball

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
   Michael R. Lovell, Chancellor

RECESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Recessional
GOLD CEREMONY COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER &
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

MARIANNE LUBAR
Arts Visionary, Philanthropist, and Leader

Honorary Doctor of Leadership in the Arts

Escorted by: Interim Dean Scott Emmons, Peck School of the Arts

MARIANNE LUBAR’s contributions span numerous arts and cultural disciplines. She holds a stellar reputation as a leader, champion, philanthropist, advisor, and sustainer of arts and culture in Milwaukee. Mrs. Lubar’s inexhaustible passion for the arts has made a remarkable impact on UWM students, faculty, staff, and alumni as well as the Milwaukee community. Her efforts are recognized in higher education, arts organizations, and community cultural institutions.

Mrs. Lubar is a visionary who has countless accomplishments, many that have helped sustain Milwaukee’s cultural and arts community. Mrs. Lubar was the first woman to serve as President of the Florentine Opera’s Board of Directors. Her leadership led to greater artistic and financial stability and resulted in the hiring of the Opera’s General Director, William Florescu. Likewise, she is the Founding President of the Jewish Museum Milwaukee, where she worked to open this vital facility that showcases the legacy of the Jewish community in Milwaukee and increases awareness and appreciation of Jewish life and culture.

As a life-long learner, Mrs. Lubar chaired the Friends Renovation Task Force for the UWM Libraries (formerly UWM Golda Meir Library). Yet again, her unrivaled devotion to the project of transforming the library’s first floor into a dynamic learning environment has impacted the lives of the many students that the library serves. Mrs. Lubar’s involvement and deep commitment was also instrumental in the growth and sustainability of the Milwaukee Art Museum, UWM Fine Arts Quartet and the Milwaukee Film Festival. Today, she remains actively engaged with the organizations that she once served in leadership roles.

Mrs. Lubar’s leadership and commitment in the arts community have been recognized by honors she has received over the years. In 2002, she and her husband, Sheldon Lubar, were awarded the Governor’s Award in the Support of the Arts which celebrates exceptional supporters, leaders, and organizations that make Wisconsin a primary cultural resource for its citizens. She also received the Benjamin Franklin Award given by the Milwaukee Public Library Foundation for her significant contributions to the community and the cause of life-long learning. More recently, in 2012, Mrs. Lubar was bestowed with the Jewish Museum Milwaukee’s “Spirit of Community” award for her continuous support of the arts and cultural education. In receiving these awards, Mrs. Lubar’s immeasurable dedication to the arts and culture of Milwaukee is affirmed.

As a strong and steady supporter of the arts, Mrs. Lubar has helped Milwaukee become a prominent metropolitan area, which attracts businesses, students, and human capital. Her work as an advocate for the arts and cultural heritage has strengthened the quality and quantity of the arts in the City of Milwaukee and the surrounding areas.
ALLAN H. (BUD) SELIG
Commissioner
Major League Baseball

Honorary Doctor of Business

Escorted by: Dean Timothy Smunt, Sheldon B. Lubar School of Business

ALLAN H. (BUD) SELIG was elected as the ninth Commissioner of Major League Baseball in 1998 by a unanimous vote of the 30 Major League Baseball club owners. His sustained leadership and extraordinary accomplishments within major league sports have improved the game as well as the business of baseball. Mr. Selig reformed the game’s economic structure that concentrated money in a few clubs to restore “hope and faith” to fans in all 30 markets regardless of size. As a result, Major League Baseball has achieved record levels of attendance and business performance over the last decade.

He has fashioned consensus for revolutionary changes in his tenure as Commissioner. Mr. Selig promoted and achieved changes in the game’s structure including interleague play, revenue sharing, and consolidation of the league’s administrative functions. This included three-division formats in the American and National Leagues, with extra tiers of playoffs and Wild Card formats, instant replay, and promoted new ball parks in 20 markets.

A native of Milwaukee, Mr. Selig is perhaps best known and beloved in Wisconsin as the person who returned Major League Baseball to his hometown after the Milwaukee Braves left Milwaukee for Atlanta in 1965. On April 7, 1970, under Mr. Selig’s leadership, the Milwaukee Brewers played their first game at Milwaukee County Stadium. In the 1990s, Mr. Selig led a successful effort to build Miller Park, the $295 million stadium that replaced Milwaukee County Stadium. In 2005, the Brewers were sold, ending Mr. Selig’s 35-year relationship with the club. Nevertheless, Mr. Selig remains a resident of Milwaukee and of course, the Commissioner of Major League Baseball.

Under Commissioner Selig’s guidance, Major League Baseball became a founding donor of Stand Up 2 Cancer, which supports groundbreaking cancer research. Mr. Selig is also a founder of Athletes for Youth.

Mr. Selig’s relationship with the Milwaukee region remains strong. He is the co-founder of the Child Abuse Prevention Fund; a member of the Greater Milwaukee Committee, the Business Advisory Council of the Lubar School of Business, the Board of Visitors for the La Follette School of Public Affairs, and the Department of Political Science at UW-Madison. He is active in the Boys and Girls Clubs of Greater Milwaukee and the Milwaukee Art Museum.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
David Yu
Interim Dean of the Graduate School

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

ANTHROPOLOGY

Katy Jean Mollerud
“Ceramics and Cultural Interaction within the Cambria Locality, South-Central Minnesota”
Major Professor: John Richards

Amy L. Samuelson
“Frustration and Creativity: Environmentalism in the Republic of Moldova”
Major Professor: Tracey Heatherington

Ramona C. Tenorio
“Medicina Del Barrio: Shadow Medicine among Milwaukee’s Latino Community”
Major Professor: Tracey Heatherington

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Jennifer B. Forecki
“The Role of GAP-43 Phosphorylation in Developing Zebrafish Visual System”
Major Professor: Ava Udvadia

Christopher J. Houghton
“Impacts of Interspecific Competition between Round Gobies and Age-0 Yellow Perch across an Invasion Front”
Major Professor: John Janssen

Evan Krystofiak
“Fibrinogen-Conjugated Gold-Coated Magnetite Nanoparticles for Targeted Antiplatelet Therapy”
Major Professor: Julie Oliver

Jessica J. Lopponow
“Adhesion Molecule Regulation of Regulatory T cell Migration”
Major Professor: Douglas Steeber

Wendy J. Olson
“Viral Hemorrhagic Septicemia Virus (VHSV) Great Lakes Strain IVb: Viral Detection, Mechanisms of Infection, and Host-Virus Interactions In the Yellow Perch (Perca flavescens)”
Major Professors: Frederick Goetz and Ava Udvadia

Abhishek Shrivastava
“Cell Surface Adhesions, Exopolysaccharides, and Pore Secretion System of Flavobacterium johnsoniae”
Major Professor: Mark McBride

Shane R. Wesener
“A Synthetic Biology Approach to Developing New Anticancer Agents”
Major Professor: Yi-Qiang Cheng

Marc C. White
“Testing for Outbreeding Depression in Impatiens capensis Meerb”
Major Professor: James Rienartz

Alexandra Wright
“The Importance of Competition and Facilitation in Plant Communities”
Major Professor: Stefan Schnitzer

CHEMISTRY

Eduardo Alberch Gracia
“Towards the Synthesis of Alpha Aryl Quaternary Carbon Centres”
Major Professor: Mahmun Hossain

German Oscar Fonseca Cabrera
“Enantiospecific Strategy for the Total Synthesis of Sarpagine and Macroline Related Oxindole Alkaloids”
Major Professor: James Cook
Sarah L. Garvey  
“Anion Effects in the Extraction of Metal Ions into Room-Temperature Ionic Liquids (RTILs)”  
Major Professor: Mark Dietz

Ryan R. Kohlmeyer  
“Functional Organic Nanomaterials”  
Major Professor: Jian Chen

Steven P. Kopitzke  
“An Optical-Fiber Based Sensor Array for the Simultaneous Analysis of Zinc and Copper in Aqueous Environments”  
Major Professor: Peter Geissinger

Megan M. McCallum  
“High-Throughput Approaches for the Assessment of Factors Influencing Bioavailability of Small Molecules in Pre-clinical Drug Development”  
Major Professor: Alexander Arnold

Maria Shteynbuk  
“Asymmetric Alpha Halogenation”  
Major Professor: Mahmun Hossain

Matthew D. Youngblut  
“Comprehensive Studies of Cytochrome c Nitrite Reductase from Shewanella oneidensis”  
Major Professor: A. Andrew Pacheco

**COMMUNICATION**

Jeremy Vincent Adolphson  
“Networking the Fan: Comic-Con, Social Media and Empowerment”  
Major Professor: John Jordan

Alice L. Gattoni  
“Breaking the Silence: The Role of Online Community in the Transition to Motherhood”  
Major Professor: Jennifer Peterson

Anna R. Herrman  
“Encouraging Healthy Body-Image: Are Parents Sending Effective Messages to Children?”  
Major Professor: Mike Allen

Falon Francis Kartch  
“Nonresidential Parenting: Parental Roles and Parent/Child Relationships”  
Major Professor: Lindsay Timmerman

Kimberly Kulovitz  
“Cyberbullying in “Left 4 Dead 2”: An Experiment in Collaborative Play”  
Major Professor: Edward Mabry

Aimee Lau  
“Exploring Relationships among Facebook Use, Media Selection, and Levels of Organizational Identification on College Campuses”  
Major Professor: C. Erik Timmerman

Mridula Mascarenhas  
“Feminist Troublemakers or Fearless Prophets? A Study of the Rhetorical Engagement between Hierarchy and Feminist Reformers in the Contemporary Catholic Church”  
Major Professor: Kathryn Olson

Lara C. Stache  
“The Rhetorical Construction of Female Empowerment: the Avenging-Woman Narrative in Popular Television and Film”  
Major Professor: John Jordan

**ECONOMICS**

Rahi Abouk  
“Essays on Health and Education”  
Major Professor: Scott Adams

Hardik Arvind Marfatia  
“Essays on Monetary Policy and Financial Markets”  
Major Professor: Narayan Kundan Kishor

Amr Hosny  
“Essays in Open-Economy Macroeconomics”  
Major Professor: Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee

Salim Mahamoud Kassem Araj  
“Essays on Natural Resources and Economics Growth”  
Major Professor: Hamid Mohtadi

Swati Kumari  
“Essays on Asset Return and Housing Market”  
Major Professor: Narayan Kundan Kishor

Jessica Milli  
“Three Essays in Applied Labor Economics”  
Major Professor: Scott Drewianka
Benjamin J. Van Kammen  
“Essays in Labor Economics”  
Major Professors: Scott Adams and  
Scott Drewianka

Liang Wang  
“Three Essays on Quantile Regression”  
Major Professor: Antonio Galvao

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Crystal J. Carroll  
“The Effects of Parental Literacy Involvement and  
Child Interest on the Development of  
Emergent Literacy Skills”  
Major Professor: Karen Stoiber

Jaquaye Russell  
“Instrument Development: Youth Anger, Support,  
and Forgiveness”  
Major Professor: Thomas Baskin

Maureen G. White  
“Resiliency Factors among Transgender  
People of Color”  
Major Professor: Shannon Chavez-Korell

ENGINEERING

Emad I. Abdelsalam  
“System for Detection of Defects in Cables of  
Bridge Structures”  
Major Professor: Al Ghorbanpoor

Arjumand Ali  
“Techniques for Optimum Design of Actively  
Controlled Structures with Topological  
Consideration”  
Major Professor: Anoop Dhingra

Vahid Alizadeh  
“Controlled Low Strength Materials (CLSM) for  
Rapid Construction of Bridge Abutments”  
Major Professor: Sam Helwany

Shumao Cui  
“Tuning the Performance of Nanocarbon-based  
Gas Sensors through Nanoparticle  
Decoration”  
Major Professor: Junhong Chen

Andrew Dressel  
“Measuring and Modeling the Mechanical  
Properties of Bicycle Tires”  
Major Professor: Adeeb Rahman

Ehsan Ghotbi  
“Bi- and Multi Level Game Theoretic Approaches  
in Mechanical Design”  
Major Professor: Anoop Dhingra

Roonak Ghaderi  
“Seismic Design of Geosynthetic-Reinforced Soil  
(GRS) Bridge Abutments with Flexible  
Facing”  
Major Professor: Sam Helwany

Mojtaba Heydar  
“Design, Analysis and Real-time Control of  
Passenger and Freight Railway Systems”  
Major Professor: Matthew Petering

Sourabh Kumar  
“Numerical and Experimental Investigation of  
Heat Transfer and Flow Using V and Broken  
V Shaped Ribs within Gas Turbine Blade  
Passage”  
Major Professor: Ryoichi Amano

Xiao Li  
“Investigation of Some Self-Optimizing Control  
Problems for Green Buildings”  
Major Professor: Yaoyu Li

Aniedi E. Nyong  
“Superhydrophobicity and Underwater  
Superoleophobicity of Oxidized Surfaces of  
Some Copper Alloys”  
Major Professor: Pradeep Rohatgi

Carlton Reeves  
“Tribological Performance of Environmentally  
Friendly Lubricants for Energy Conservation  
and Sustainability”  
Major Professor: Tien-Chien Jen

Marcia R. Silva  
“An Integrative Investigation of Sources, Fate and  
Transport of Bacteria In Milwaukee Coastal  
Beaches”  
Major Professors: Hector Bravo and  
Sandra McLellan
Lulu Tian
“Role of L.P.S. and E.P.S. in P. Aeruginosa Adhesion and Transport”
Major Professor: Jin Li

Lixia Wang
“The Fate and Transport of Escherichia coli 0157:H7 in Porous Media”
Major Professor: Jin Li

Jingcheng Wu
“Travel Speed Estimation on Urban Arterials A Real Time Aspect”
Major Professor: Alan J. Horowitz

Yue Xi
“A Look-ahead Heuristic to Minimize the Total Weighted Tardiness on the Identical Parallel Machines with Sequence Dependent Setup and Future Ready Time”
Major Professor: Jaejin Jang

Zhongzhou Yang
“Load Reduction Control of Wind Turbines in Farm and Offshore Operation”
Major Professor: Yaoyu Li

ENGLISH

Tatiana Batova
“Global Technical Communication and Content Management: A Study of Multilingual Quality”
Major Professor: David Clark

Cherri Conley
“Painting the Dead”
Major Professor: George Clark

Paige Allison Conley
“Stories, Traces of Discourse, and the Tease of Presence: Gertrude Simmons Bonnin as Orator and Indigenous Activist”
Major Professor: Alice Gillam

Katherine Michelle Wilson
“Genocide Genres: Reading Atrocity Testimonies”
Major Professor: Jane Gallop

GEOSCIENCES

Lindsey C. Henry
“Glaciation and Ice Sheet Collapse over Western and Eastern Gondwana: Sedimentology and Stratigraphy of Glacial to Post-glacial Strata in Western Argentina and Tasmania, Australia”
Major Professor: Margaret Fraiser and John Isbell
HEALTH SCIENCES

Sasha L. Karnes
“Investigation of Web-Based Motivational Interviewing to Increase Physical Activity Participation among Adults”
Major Professor: Barbara Meyer

William V. Massey
“Behavior Change in Applied Sport Psychology: The Use of Processes of Change in Psychological Training for Athletes”
Major Professor: Barbara Meyer

Darcie Lange Olson
“Trends in Work-Related Injury Rates and the Associated Incurred Costs In Long-Term Care Centers”
Major Professor: Phyllis King

HISTORY

Dawson Nathaniel Barrett
“ ‘To Avoid the Unimaginable’: Neoliberalism and the Struggle for American Democracy since the 1960s”
Major Professor: Joe Austin

Beth Robinson
“Toward Collective Liberation: The Rise and Fall of American Anti-Sweatshop Movements”
Major Professor: Robert Smith

LINGUISTICS

Dola Algady
“Second Language Acquisition of Arabic Restrictive Relative Clauses: A Minimalist Perspective”
Major Professor: Hamid Ouali and Fred Eckman

Alison Garcia
“Allophonic Variation in the Spanish Sibilant Fricative”
Major Professor: Anne Pycha

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE

Ujjal Chatterjee
“Three Essays on Financial Intermediation and Asset Pricing”
Major Professor: Lilian Ng

Adhijit Dutt
“Economic Perspective on Cloud Computing – Three Essays”
Major Professor: Hemant Jain

Timothy Mooney
“Essays on the Role of Investment Banks as IPO Underwriters, Mutual Fund Managers and Merger Advisors”
Major Professor: Lilian Ng

Joline Robertson
“Virtual Team Citizenship Behaviors: Scale Development and Validation”
Major Professor: Margaret Shaffer

MATHEMATICS

America Masaros
“Category O Representations of the Lie Superalgebra osp (3,2)”
Major Professor: Ian Musson

Jason Dale Gaddis
“PBW Deformations of Artin-Schelter Regular Algebras and their Homogenizations”
Major Professor: Allen Bell

Jeffrey J. Rolland
“Some Results on Pseudo-Collar Structures on High-Dimensional Manifolds”
Major Professor: Craig Guilbault

Rolando Olivas Saunders
“Improved Estimation of PM2.5 Using Lagrangian Satellite-Measured Aerosol Optical Depth”
Major Professor: Jonathan D. W. Kahl

MEDICAL INFORMATICS

Danqing Hu
“Patient-Oriented Evidence-Based Treatment Decision Support System (TreatQuest®) for Lung Cancer”
Major Professor: Hemant Jain
NURSING

Belva Gonzalez
“Predictors of Mexican American Nursing Student Academic Success”
Major Professor: Susan Dean-Baar

Thomas James Loveless
“Gay Men and the Intentional Pursuit of HIV”
Major Professor: Patricia Stevens

Sandra Lynn Nash
“Relationships of Contextual Supports and Barriers in Choice Behavior for Associate Degree and Diploma Registered Nurses”
Major Professor: Susan Dean-Baar

Mari B. St Clair
“What New Graduate Nurses Experience as They Transition from Student Nurse to Staff Nurse during Orientation in Critical Care”
Major Professor: Karen Morin

PHYSICS

Wei Han
“Surface Diffraction Study of Polar Oxide Surface/Interface”
Major Professor: Paul Lyman

Eric Mattson
“Probing Bonding and Dynamics at Heterogeneous Adsorbate/Graphene Interfaces”
Major Professor: Carol Hirschmugl

Kallol Pradhan
“Atomic Layer Deposition of ZnO Alloys”
Major Professor: Paul Lyman

Brian J. Vlcek
“Beyond the Standard Model: LHC Phenomenology and Cosmology from Post-Inflationary Sources”
Major Professor: Xavier Siemens

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Latisha Canon
“Participation at the Ground Level: Voting Behavior in Low Information Elections”
Major Professor: Thomas Holbrook

Clayton Clouse
“Shifty Characters: Ideological Shifting and Electoral Outcomes in U.S. Senate Elections”
Major Professor: Thomas Holbrook

Leah M. Persky
Major Professor: Natasha Sugiyama

Aaron C. Weinschenk
“‘Cause You’ve Got Personality: Understanding the Impact of Personality on Political Participation”
Major Professor: Thomas Holbrook

PSYCHOLOGY

Kelly Zwier Janke
“Early Indicators of Academic Difficulties in Children with Neurofibromatosis Type 1”
Major Professor: Bonita Klein-Tasman

Anjali Rameshbabu
“Self-Regulation of Saturated Fat Intake in Blue-Collar Employees: A Randomized Intervention Study”
Major Professor: Diane Reddy

Cristal Weeks
“An Analogue Study of the Mechanism of Change in Functional Analytic Psychotherapy”
Major Professor: Jonathan Kanter

Kerin Weingarten
“Discrimination Trials to Influence Self-Awareness”
Major Professor: John Moore
URBAN EDUCATION

Lillie Pearl Adams
“Building Hope, Changing Lives, and Helping Young African American Males Achieve their American Dream: The Beckum-Stapleton Little League Baseball Mentoring Experience”
Major Professor: Larry Martin

Ellen M. Bartling
“Female High School Principals in Rural Wisconsin School Districts: Their Lived Experiences in Leadership”
Major Professor: Gail Schneider

Aza Baylor
“In Search of Sisterhood: Portraiture of Black Women Educators”
Major Professor: Edgar Epps

Angela N. Ellis
“The Revelation of How Teachers are Prepared: Examining Urban Teacher Practices for Diverse Learners”
Major Professor: Barbara Bales

Anne Marie Groh
“Structures and Supports for Data Use in Schools: A Qualitative Case Study of One Urban Elementary School”
Major Professor: Gail Schneider

Talonda Michelle Lipsey
“A Qualitative Case Study on Teachers’ Identities, Ideologies, and Commitment to Teach in Urban Schools”
Major Professors: Thandeka Chapman and Linda Post

Patricia A. Luebke
Major Professor: Gail Schneider

Deborah Marie Sixel
“Teacher Perceptions of Professional Development Required by The Wisconsin Quality Educator Initiative, P134”
Major Professors: Leigh Wallace and Gail Schneider

Ximena Soza
“How Do Teachers and Staff at an Urban School Perceive the Implementation of an Antiracist and Dual Language Bilingual Program at their School?”
Major Professors: Raji Swaminathan and Rene Antrop-Gonzalez

Bharti Tandon
“Contribution of a High School Special Education Teacher to Co-teaching in a Regular Education Classroom: Pedagogical Content Knowledge”
Major Professor: Judith Winn

URBAN STUDIES

Ryan Lee Anderson
“Designed for Destruction: A Spatial Analysis of Anti-Terrorism Security Zones in Public Space”
Major Professor: Donald Green

Claudia L. Roska
“A Patient Deserving of Care: Margaret Mann and the Democratization of Alcoholism, 1904 – 1980”
Major Professor: Amanda Seligman
MULTIDISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE-DIRECTED DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

PERFORMING AND CREATIVE ARTS EDUCATION

Leonard Arvisu Cruz
“Laban Movement Analysis as a Methodology for Promoting Creativity and the Arts across the Curriculum”
Major Professor: Simone C. O. Conceição

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

FACULTY

Kathryn Zalewski, PT, PhD, MPT - Program Director
Ann Dietrich, PT, MS - Director of Clinical Education
Carlynn Alt, PT, PhD
Kyle Ebersole, PhD
Wendy Huddleston, PT, PhD
Victoria Moerchen, PT, PhD
Carrie Truebenbach, PT, MS

Candidates for the degree Doctor of Physical Therapy:

Natalie N. Binder
Amanda Rae DeRose
Molly Ann Emmons
Kirsten Mara Hayes
Michael John Justman
Ryan Thomas Kern
Erin Elizabeth Klug
Kristen E. Koteck
Megan Anne Litsheim
Blake John Lorino
Jacqueline D. Meixl
Christopher Ricchio Nelson
Maja I. Pospieszynski
Amy Kathryn Mae Reinke
Jennifer Marie Rolffing
Katherine Marie Rompre
Joel James Sabourin
Cara Lynn Schuster
Amanda M. VanHeel
Kristin M. Ver Voort
Miles Anthony Weber
EDUCATION SPECIALIST

GRADUATE SCHOOL
David Yu
Interim Dean of the Graduate School

EDUCATION SPECIALIST DEGREE IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY

Blythe Becker
Sarah Brilliant
Andrea Rae Hauser
Caroline A. Michelson
Kristin Jean Schreiner
Shawna Siripalaka
Rob Toepel
Tracie Leigh Wasmuth
MASTER’S DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
David Yu
Interim Dean of the Graduate School

COORDINATED MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS

ARCHITECTURE/URBAN PLANNING
Master of Architecture and Master of Urban Planning
Daniel Edward Martin

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/NURSING
Master of Business Administration and Master of Science
Ali Ibrahim AlKhudair
Edward Christopher Burr
Michael John Scholz

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/NURSING
Master of Business Administration and Master of Science
Nina D. Deering
Jennifer Lee Van Doorn

HISTORY/LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library and Information Science
Lisa Christie
Maura Anne Coonan
Jennifer Mae Gile Deal
Lauren Elizabeth Gaines

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE/MUSIC
Master of Library and Information Science and Master of Music
Madeline Olson Dietrich
Amanda Kate Smith
Alyson Sue Vaaler

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE/WOMEN’S STUDIES
Master of Library and Information Science and Master of Arts
Greta A. Voltz

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION/URBAN PLANNING
Master of Public Administration and Master of Urban Planning
Coleman James Peiffer

MASTER’S DEGREES

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP
Master of Science
Abeer Majed Aldawish
Rhonda Brown
Stephanie Lynn Casper
Betty Jean Cystrunk
Stephen Byrne Danahey
Anna Eherenman
Jennifer Marie Filz
Michael Thomas Friis
Maria Alejandra Gonzalez de Carrillo
Kayla Beth Hedtke
Lauren Alison Hill

ANTHROPOLOGY
Master of Science
Katelyn Anne Herrera
Jessica Ireland
Allison Marie Kotowicz
Jill Kotwasinski
Rachel Catherine McTavish
Sara T. Miller
Jenna Leigh Mortensen
Diane Kay Newbury
Lisa Marie Zimmerman

ARCHITECTURE
Master of Architecture
Evan Robert Bartlett
Paul Michael Bestul
Derek Blumer
Gregory Bongers
Brooke Ashley Borelli
Gina Marcela Bravo
Aileen Rene Burge
Graham David Caflisch
Long Chang
Alexandra Nicole Divito
Connor James Fischer
Joshua John Forseth
Troy Randall Geyer
Frances Michelle Gonzalez
Jared Jerome Gozdowiak
Karen Renee Hancock
Stephanie L. Jones de Palma
Daniel Mark Kornaus
Elizabeth Jean Leabru
Qianqian Liu
Joseph Luehring
Kathleen Lynn Maciejko
Allison Shea Mastel
Robert McCaigue
Debra Kathleen Morris
Jaclyn Rutter
Rustin Schwandt
Weha Seniwongse Na Ayuthaya
Somchanh Allen Souvong
Jacob Mark Staffin
Lucille Martha Strawn
Shaun Patrick Sullivan
Michael A. Topper
Dana Rae Wells
Nicole Alexandra Zack

ART
Master of Arts
Master of Fine Arts

Eric Roman Beining
Jay T. Fox
Joseph Paul Grennier
Aneesha Candi Baldeosingh
Bryan J. Cera
Brooklyn Marie Henke
Chantala Kommanivanh
Amy Marie Magnuson
Diana M. Sanchez
Emily Scheider

ART HISTORY
Master of Arts

April Loreen Bernath
Amy Lynne Endres
Sean Leland King
Lail Allison Marmor
Kristen E. Schulrud
Melissa DeAnn Seifert
Melanie Louise Stagg
Nina Nicoletta Teubner

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science
Leah Bernadette Doughty
Ryan Disney Patrick Dunk
Mitali Ajit Gandhi
Stephanie Margaret Hoppe
Robb Christopher Kolodziej
Dilini Sanjeevi Kumarasinghe
Anne Marie Wannamaker

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science

Leah Bernadette Doughty
Ryan Disney Patrick Dunk
Mitali Ajit Gandhi
Stephanie Margaret Hoppe
Robb Christopher Kolodziej
Dilini Sanjeevi Kumarasinghe
Anne Marie Wannamaker

Katherine Stephanie Schmidt
Peter Aaron Schmitt
David T. Siewert
Nicole Renee Singer
Alex Skorczewski
Damien Christian Sommer
James Joseph Starkweather
Daniel Tutenwald
Erik Daniel Wrolstad

CHEMISTRY
Master of Science

Ayesha Chawla
Erin Christine Koester
Velinka Medic
Kimberly M. Murray
Dustin Robert Reinholtz
Miguel Tolentino

COMMUNICATION
Master of Arts

April Loreen Bernath
Amy Lynne Endres
Sean Leland King
Lail Allison Marmor
Kristen E. Schulrud
Melissa DeAnn Seifert
Melanie Louise Stagg
Nina Nicoletta Teubner

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Master of Science

Nathan Bannow
Kaushik Gopalakrishnan
Meera Magadi Devaraju-
Palaniappan Muthukumarasamy
Karim Nakad
Bahareh SabzAli Jamaat
Nairuti Dipen Shah
Yasodhara Siddineni
Suman Singh
William Robert Trost
John Frank Ziman

COMMUNICATION
Master of Science

April Loreen Bernath
Amy Lynne Endres
Sean Leland King
Lail Allison Marmor
Kristen E. Schulrud
Melissa DeAnn Seifert
Melanie Louise Stagg
Nina Nicoletta Teubner
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Master of Science

Annette Marie Darden
Benjamin Tyler Grams
Erin Katherine Myszka

CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS
OF EDUCATION
Master of Science

Erin Marie Chontal
Iniabasi Shari Farr
Elizabeth Heimerl
Joshua Adam Joseph
Nicole Marie Milkowski
Bethany Lynn Olson
Darnell Robinson
Danyell Jessica Rodgers

CURRICULUM &
INSTRUCTION
Master of Science

Tiffany Ann Gorges
Laura Hudson
Kimberly Ann Humphreys
Kandi Rochelle Phelps
Katie Jean Rash
Nakeysha Denace Roberts
Washington
Nicole Amber Seiler
Elizabeth Sarah Smith
Shumin Wang
Helena Michalina Zbilut

ECONOMICS
Master of Arts

John Cage
Nils Norbert Dudenhofer
Norman Eberitzsch
Xiaoli Guo
Sarah Isa Imlau
Oliver Jungkurtz
Tim Kaenzler
Karsten Roesch
Serkan Saygi
Relika Stoppel
Maurizio Strazzeri
Shawn Patrick Swanson
Joseph Remington Vlasak
Sumin Yoon
Oliver Marcel Zimmer

EDUCATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science

Sofia Azzarello
Katelin Botsford
Daniel S. Chojnacki
Johnna Marie Curry
Sara Joy Erickson
Rae Anne Marie Frey
Kristin Marie Gibson
Jason Bryan Grodsky
Brittney Holcomb
Robert Franklin Keehn
Stephen Kenneth Korb
Todd Alan Kraiss
Kelly Mae Krueger
Catherine Marie Langdon
Esmeralda Milagros Leon
Katelyn Denise Llewellyn
Krista Rae Louis
Chenfei Ma
Jena Marie Mahne
Jonathan Thomas Marks
Kathryn Gresk Marschke
David Jay Mauss
Jamie McCabe
Emily Marie McGinnis
Elizabeth Madeline McGinnity
Siobhan Elizabeth McKay
Tanya Dawn McNitt
Casey Marie Mertens
Monika Merle Monson
Lynda C. Nicely
Peggy Crooks Nowicki
Chad David Olle
Dulce Amparo Rosas
Kathryn Schoening Sayers
Michelle Suspenze Schmitt
Paul Michael Smith
John Michael Sullivan
Kristin Ann TeWinkle
Shani Dieannah Tran
Paula Marie Van Drisse
Heidi Weinaug

ENGINEERING
Master of Science

Oghenetega Afamefune
Anene-Maidoh
Hitoshi Arakawa
Soumya Chandran
Ali Dashiti
Garima Desai
Marcellinus Ilheanyi Eheduru
Michael David Fink
Luis M. Giraldezpizarro
Naga Sowmya Vasumathi
Gonuguntla
Robert James Hass
Yen-Hsi Ho
Joshua Hoffmann
Chun Ju Huang
Mark Robert Jacobs
Morteza Janbaz
Benjamin Scott Johnson
Amir Hossein Kalantari
Michael K. Keenan
Sokli Lee
Zan Christofer Leppi
Cheng Li
Anna Liakou
Shobhit Krishna Misra
Jonathan Daniel Nass
Marjan Nezafati
John Anthony Pawlak
Ritesh Purohit
Majid Rastegar-mojarad
Gonzalo Alejandro Rocha Rivero
Steve Szymaszek
Ying-Ling Tseng
Parwinder Virk
You Wang
Andrew David Welsh
Carl Benjamin Westerby
Eric Youngblom

ENGLISH
Master of Arts

Benjamin Howard Babb
Mollie Boutell
Joy Grimes
Elisa Karbin
Bridget Kies
Katherine Lynne Konrad
Carter Moulton
Richard Allen Slemp
Megan Ann Sunderland
Richard George Sweitzer III
Pamela May Urban
Joshua Worsham
Amy Lura Zandler

EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION
Master of Science

Natalie Ann Bishop
Peggy Ann Brennan
Kelly Margaret Collins
Harriet Harper
Kathleen Anne Joan Henderson
Katherine Anne Kamphoff
Heather Lynn Koeller
Richard A. Kostuck Jr
Natalie Rachael Levanetz
Codie Delores Long
Mary Alice Ruth Been Merchant
Amanda Mae Merritt
Hector Luis Rivera
Melissa Ann Ruta
Troy Gregory Schaeffer
Dena Ann Schroepfer
Nichole Elizabeth Uecker

FRESHWATER SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY
Master of Science

Sarah Lynn Bartlett
Andrew Graham Cawrse
Margaret Berry Cope
Brice Kyle Grunert
Jeffrey Scott Houghton
Ciara Nicole Rahn
Danielle Marie Slotke
Benjamin A. Turschak
Emily Heather Tyner
Jason Scott Wuerch

GEOGRAPHY
Master of Arts
Master of Science

Alarico Mario Fernandes
Kathy Joann Nauth
Claire Marie Reuning
Angela Leckie Jackson
Jonathan Martin Kult

GEOSCIENCES
Master of Science

Justin J. Calhoun
Steven Michael Greenwood
Andrew F. Parisi
Kathryn N. Pauls
Danielle N. Sieger
Elizabeth Rae Stapleton
Ernest John Thalhammer
Ian William VanDonkelaar

HEALTH CARE INFORMATICS
Master of Science

Wei Huang
Nicholas Kane
Tae Heon Kim
Taruna Kaur Sindhu

HISTORY
Master of Arts

Adam Michael Bonikowske
Jonathan Bruce
Monica Margaret Drake
Michael William Kramer
Benjamin James Rogaczewski
Jaclyn Nicole Schultz
Andrew Lawrence Swanson
Andrew David White

HUMAN RESOURCES & LABOR RELATIONS
Master of Human Resources & Labor Relations

Laura M. Brown
Miranda Anne Diaz
Adam Carl Fermanich
Shantara L. Glenn
Shannon Raye Gonzalez
Jane Elizabeth Gregory
WooJin Jung
Michelle Elise Lindeman
Samantha Marie Pias
Heather Lynn Schabel
Rocio Serna
Brooke Ellen Steinbrenner

KINESIOLOGY
Master of Science

Lauren Christine Benson
Geeta Hemant Beetab
Stacy L. Gnacinski
Brittany Danielle Heintz
Matthew Holt
Kelly Kunowski
Nicholas Craig Thielke

LANGUAGE, LITERATURE & TRANSLATION
Master of Arts

Jami Nicole Eaton
Andrew Hill
Michele Kenfack
Charlotte Elizabeth King
Dawn Bernadette O'Connor
Alicia L. Passfield
Amy Janelle Polenske
Lucas Riddle
Linda Catharine Scaro
Cynthia Louise Wilmetth

LIBERAL STUDIES
Master of Liberal Studies

Rachael Thomas Carlson
Vernon R. Drew
Eric W. Jones
Kiran Vedula
Charles David Zink

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Library and Information Science

Mohammed Ehsan Alam
Melody Melody Baker Baker
Katherine Lee Baroni
Lindsay Kay Bastian
Brooke Anne Bielema
Tracy Jo Bierman
Ashley Anne Borman
Keely Maureen Brennan
Kelly Hyde Conaty
Katelyn Ann Conerty
Peter Jake Cornelius
Marlena O. Crenshaw
continued

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE

Joseph Alan Cross
Kelly Ann Darrah
David Maxwell Deprey
Amy Lynn Dettmer
Elizabeth Marie DeVito
Molly Mae DeWolff
Faye Michele Doran
Xiaojie Duan
Iman El Gamal
Angela Maureen Ennessy
Rachael Margaret Fealy-Layer
Dorothy Davis Fouche
Laura Marie Fu
Bethany Joy Fuller
Susan Leigh Garwood
Anne Marie Gaynor
Bianna Christine Gehring
Leah Nicole Gentry
Cassandra Mary Gilgenbach
Neal Golding
Sara Graber
Erica Jean Grunseth
Elizabeth Ann Guemmer
Brenda Hall
Erin Kelly Hannah
Julie Marie Hatfield
Anya Lee Bovenkerk Helsel
Karen Hiebert
Ashley Joy Hubbard
Andrew Lee Hunt
Bonnie Jean Jette
Hayley Marie Johnson
Kimberly Elizabeth Johnson
Mary Kathryn Johnston
Sujin Jung
Joan Frances Kadow
Kristine Marie Kakuske
Lucy Kelly
Brittany Nicole Khatib
Lindsey Loraine Killips
Julie K. Kinney
Mary Lou Kinser
Melissa M. Klein
Megan Rose Koltes
Kathleen Kosiec
Rebecca Ann Leannah
Sukwon Lee
Emily Ann Linacre
Heather Renee Lipman
Gloria Eleni Makris
Nicole Jenks May
Molly McGilp
Emma Molls
Kirk Andrew Moore-Nokes
Melissa Mary Motl
Nicole Marie Moy
Vincent D. Mussehl
Johnathon James Neist
Calli Marie Neumann
Annie Cloud Nickum
Megan M. Olson
Kyle John Orcholski
Jason Samuel Pinshower
Karen Lynn Pundsack
Hamdi Robert Magdy-Ali Refai
Derek James Rieckens
Cara Danetta Romeo
Morgan Nicole Sawicki
Amanda Rose Schaefer
Karen C. Schendlinger
James Schultz
Kimberly Ann Schwenk
Ji Hye Seong
Catherine Elizabeth Sering
Kathryn Nicole Skull
Isa Ml Small
Leda Smith
Patricia Lauren Smith
Megan Elizabeth Sockness
Tina S. Spielmann
Michelle Lynne Spinney
Sarah Elizabeth Stoecker
Jill Suzanne Straub
Christina Streiff
Tien Tran
Marilee Reu Tuite
Rebekah Faith Vrabel
Amy Waldman
Weihua Wang
Anneliese Monika Warhank
Wendy Cathryn Widener
Walter Joshua Wiese
Mai C. Young
Amanda Christine Youngbar
Richard William Zaborowskies
William Ziegler

LINGUISTICS

Master of Arts

Yingfei Chen
Meagan Dailey
Kazuhide Takeuchi
Kristi Margaret Weisenburger

MANAGEMENT

Master of Science

Maryam Abarnirooeo
Dane C. Allen
Yuliana Asriyans
Frank David Barrie
Andja Biersach
Chad Bohne
Kevin Booth
James Andrew Breen
Matthew West Brophy
Tyler R. F. Browne
Matthew William Cooper
Rachael V. Daniel
Derek De Groot
Kristen DeLacy
Justin Dorner
Michael Forrest Drews
Robert William Edmonds
Tareq Fares
Patrick Dennis Fargen
Erica Rae Fellenz
Steven Matthew Girmschei
Robert Michael Goetter
Eric Matthew Hansen
Justin Adam Haut
Lauren M. Hayes
John Joseph Hedrick
Stephanie L. Henn
Lynne Therese Hindman
Alex Jack Hinze
Alex J. Hustad
Seema Suresh Joshi
Cristina Marie Kanethavong
Sara Lynn Kipfer-Mitchell
James Patrick Knutson
Taylor Alan Kotke
Sam S. Larson
Cuc Thi Kim Le
Heeyong Lee
Pu Liang
MATHEMATICS  
*Master of Science*

Joseph Barrera  
Torben Bielter  
Brock James Burghardt  
Raymond Matthew Dempsey  
Matthew Donald Kasper  
Annika Laser  
Matthew Aaron Madsen  
Hayley Elizabeth Nathan  
Joseph R. Pehoski  
Simon Albert Wagner  
Markus Joseph Wahl  
Amanda Audrey Wilkens  
Nathan Wojahn

MEDIA STUDIES  
*Master of Arts*

Jonathan Charles Anderson  
Casey James-Michael Carmody  
Kristi A. Grim  
Max Neibaur  
Stephanie Machones Perleberg  
David Robert Wooten

MUSIC  
*Master of Music*

Yeoran Bae Sr  
Olena V. Bratishko  
Megan C. Buschkopf  
Rachael M. Charles  
Joshua L. Haake  
Nikkia Louise Hall  
Dustin A. Hertzog  
Jacob A. Hildebrand  
Laura Hilt  
Mary Elizabeth Husslein  
Alana Marie Jacobs  
Lauren Michelle McMurry  
Christopher Charles Michelotti  
Karl Christian Mueller  
James Nufer  
Bryan Christopher Ross  
Krystal Rose Solum  
Danielle Marie Teter  
Kamil Michal Tokarski

NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP  
*Master of Science*

Kristen Marie Gardner-Volle  
Mark Jason Knapp  
Mark Andrew Rice

NURSING  
*Master of Science*

Jennifer Donna Gelden  
Shobha Luitel Mainali  
Rebecca Lynn Muisenga  
Cassandra Ann O'Donell  
Megan Elizabeth Sankey  
Mary Lynn Schumaker  
Rich Alan Slifka  
Fletcher C. Watson  
Elizabeth Marie Andekian  
Mercy Ebere Arim  
Jodie L. Beidatsch  
Stephanie Marie Brasser  
Melissa Carroll  
Allison Marie Cooper  
Emily R. Daus  
Laura Lee Davis  
Rachel Anne Eberle  
Lynelle Jean Fischer  
Sara Jane French  
Holly Marie Glanville  
Areyl Dream Goff  
Deanna M. Harcarik  
Laura Marie Hess  
Dorothy Anne Carol Kassahn  
Nicole Criston Katcha  
Laura Marie Lange  
Joan Linscott  
Jessica Mahsem  
Ursala B. Marinan  
Ruthell McKinney  
Jane Marie Meyhailer  
Diane Lynn Mosey  
Victoria R. Nelson
NURSING

Master of Science

Tara Danielle Nielsen
Jessica Lynn Pasquan
Ashley Marie Saggio
Bradley R. Smith
Katie Marie Soud
Jodi Lynn Tompich
Shannon Kay Trimble
Houa Xiong
Eric Robert Yoerin

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Master of Science

Kati Patricia Liegl
Qussai Mohammed Obiedat
Lucas Joseph Seelow
Nikhil Tomar

PERFORMING ARTS

Master of Fine Arts

Catron M. Booker
Elijah Alhadji Gibson
Kathryn Elizabeth McNamara
Giorgi Mrevlishvili
Marquita J. Redd
Shawn Lawarn Short
Lauren Eileen Skrabalak

PHILOSOPHY

Master of Arts

Paul Leonard Blaschko
Adam Michael Blazej
Jason T. Collins
Andrew McKay Flynn
Daniel Joseph Giglio
Jonathan A. Grandits
Hao Liang
Philip Thomas Langlois Mack
Nicholas B. Nash
Mark D. Puestohl
John Howard Samuel
David N. Shope
Mathew Jonathan Snow

PHYSICS

Master of Science

Michael W. Bartlein
Larry David Buroker
Peng Geng
Anee Laila
Yuanjie Mao
Aruna Wanninayake

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Master of Arts

Laura Katharine Duval
Evgenia Mikryukova
Andrew Michael Pendola
Gregory Michael Saunders
Rebekah Lynn Wilberg

PSYCHOLOGY

Master of Science

Lisa Marie Burks
Christina Lynn Casnar
Michelle Rosalie Di Paolo
Timothy James Geier Jr
Amy R. Goetz
Bonnie Marie Green
Madalyn F. Hafenbreidel
Danielle Lee Jirovec
Jae Kyoong Kim
Alisa Marie Morrison
Walker Scott Pedersen
Maria Magdalena Santos
Megan E. Schiltz
Megha Sehgal
Jennifer Eve Turkel
Jessica Lynn Willadsen

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Master of Public Administration

Kenneth James Cammilleri
George L. Christenson
Kellen Charles Hansen
Mason Lavey
Laura Marquardt
Joshua Matthew Whiten
Mark Zeihan Jr

PUBLIC HEALTH

Master of Public Health

Drew Kartos
Lilliann Paine

SOCIAL WORK

Master of Social Work

Jami Sue Acre
Nathan Robert Amos
Lindsey Ann Beekmann
Rebecca N. Blagdon
Ma Amabel Andal Brito
Samantha Bykowski
Danielle Jordan Costello
Janeen Beth Covell
Melanie Renee Darby
Megan Louise Ferger
Emily Marie Ferguson
Laura Figueroa
Jamie Lee Forman
Lynn Christine Freese
Shannon Renee Garretson
Meredith Hope Goldberg
Jennifer Gullo
Taylor Rae Holzem
Ann Marie Knowles
Christopher Michael Krcy
JoDee Jean Kuhl
Stacy Leigh Kurkiewicz
Mary Therese Lisiak
Amber Nichole-Ann Lowry-Warmke
Ellen M. Majowski
Jessica Marie McCarell
Lindsey Ann Mcguire
Daniel Steven McVane
Ashley Ellen Mittag
Britney Trajeer Morrow
Michelle Laura Mullen-Burkart
Jaclyn Ann Pryor
Rachel Marie Rebitzki
Dustin Lee Rifkin
Jacqueline Marie Scharre
Trisha Nicole Schelk
Elizabeth Mary Schultz
Jenna Eve Smith
Brittney Stevenson
Todd Michael Thomas
Sara Lynn Tomjanovich  
Laura Lynn Warichak  
Lindsey Kristine Weber  
Ashly Marie Witkowiak  
Julie Lynn Zemke  
Angela Ann Zimmerlee

**SOCILOGY**  
*Master of Arts*

Rachel Nicole Cusatis  
Ana Belen Duran Lopez  
Benjamin Lee Gilbertson  
Brandon Robert Held  
Elizabeth Ann Kleinert  
Erin Marie Nebel  
Tanya Petrovic  
Kara June Ritchhart  
Matthew Daniel Salzman  
Jennifer Marie Schopp

**SPANISH**  
*Master of Arts*

Iria Basoa Calvo  
Roberto Garcia Delgado  
Elena Maria Garcia Oliveros  
Torrey R. Lauer  
Jessica Ann Roark  
Miguel Rojo Polo  
Miguel Angel Santos Garcia-Puente  
Ruth Nelly Solarte Gonzalez

**URBAN PLANNING**  
*Master of Urban Planning*

Charles Matthew Chappell  
Heather Cleveland  
Chelsea Kay Couette  
Kyle David Engelking  
Stephen Michael Hannon  
Lori Hoover  
Jarred Paul Lassiter  
Lane Masoud  
Richard Scott Mc Murry  
William Mobley  
Eric Richard Olson  
Jenna Lynn Ormson  
John Brouhard Pearson  
Jacob Charles Peliska

**URBAN STUDIES**  
*Master of Science*

Brian Robert Peterson  
Katherine E. Riordan  
Jason Glen Tilidetzke  
Alison Margaret Van Dyk  
Tristan Winkler

**WOMEN’S STUDIES**  
*Master of Arts*

Nelida Cortes  
Leila Sabooori  
Naomi Sukanya Prabhakar  
Katie Eileen Witz
Bachelor’s Degrees

School of Architecture & Urban Planning
Dean Robert C. Greenstreet
Bachelor of Science
Halil Ibrahim Ahmed
Justin Robert Algrim
Ivan Alejandro Aranda
Emily Erin Beck
Michael Corey Blaeser*
Matthew John Breunig*
Alexander Gordon Buettner*
Nathan Jon Buttel*
Andrew Duane Carlson
Brandon Lee Chappell
Jacob Edward Cournoyer*
Alex Arvid Coyne
Samuel James DeWall
Zachary David Freding*
Shushanik Ghazaryan*
Claire Gibbons*
Ariel Gonzalez
Danielle Jean Goodrich*
Ryan Matthew Guetschow
Nicole Marie Hacker*
Zachary W. Haertl*
Matthew Richard Heintz
Blake Herpst
Chad S. Holmes
Bradley Joel Hopper*
Alisa Marie Huebner
Evan Patrick Huebner
Scott Warren Jacob*
Matthew Jon Jane-Vreeling
Tyler David Johnson
Christopher James Knitt*
Cameron Mitchel Kollath
Michael Ryan Korstanje*
Daniel Kent Krisher
Caroline Clarissa Kruis
Brian Michael Launder*
Kelsey Rhae Lois Leasure
Devin Michael Mangan
Michael Douglas Manzeck
Jose Manuel Marcial
James Herrild Martzahl
Ainsley McMaster*
Joseph David Mills*
Tiffany Marie Monthie
Nikita D. Patel
Karol Yamilet Perez
Denis Timothy Pohlman*
Victoria Rose Raasch
Matthew Robert Rasmussen
Zachary Ehrhart Reiser*
Nicole Cecelia Rockweit
Damian M. Rozkuszka*
Melissa Marion Schulteis*
Katlin Mathilda Seibert
Michael Allen Short
Joseph Thomas Stefanich*
Patrick C. Stepanski
Kevin Ray Storma
Jiazhen Sun
John Virgil Theis
Peter Thomas Trio*
Holly K. Van Buren*
Derek Bernard Vosters
Paul Anthony Wellington
Katherine Woessner
Li Xiao
Stephanie Marie Yaher
Taylor Nicole Young*
Nicholas John Zager

Peck School of the Arts
Interim Dean Scott Emmons
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Fine Arts
Cathlyynne Marie Ahlgren
Uzma Ameen Ahmed
John Nicholas Alberti
Nikolaus Walker Aldrich
Elizabeth Jane Allen*
Aaron A. Alpert
Dominic Alexander Amato*
Nicholas Sean Amhaus*
Lila Samir Amin
Amelia Bethany Arenson
William Brandon Arndt
Kyle Lloyd Arpeke
Eli Morris Asnien
Daniel Lee Atkinson
Matthew Bradley Axberg
Joshua David Backes*
Elliott Anthony Baruth
Lauren Jean Bell
Alexandra Rachel Bevacqua
Jack Koenen Beyler*
Mitchell Blue*
Amanda Margaret Borgardt
Brianna Rose Borouchoff*
Matthew Alan Bozora
Cleary Edward Breunig
Nicholas Spencer Brightwell
Anne Laura Brookman
Ernest Brusubardis*
Julio Cesar Bryand
Pamela Yamile Bueno-Muno
Megan Marie Burki*
Chelsea Marie Bushman*
Megan Lee Buyeske
Chia Chang
Mauri Boule Chayer
Claire Anne Colton*
Victor L. Cook
Christina Marie Coon
Louis Joseph Cucunato*
Anna Curtis*
Ann Judette D’Acquisto
Steven Michael Darling
Layna Renee Davis*
Cynthia Louise Deming*
Carissa Ann Derge
Matthew Stephen Dernlan
Gina Marie Devecchis
Raven Monique Dockery
Brooke Michelle Duckart*
Matthew David Dulek
Taylor Kendal Easton
Claire Dorisann Ehlers*
Rachel Susan Elliott
Marquayla Shanice Ellison
Kelly Enderle*
Derek J. Enlund

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

Zachary August Erdmann
Steven Carl Esche
Rachel Lauren Evans
Elizabeth Christine Faraglia*
Bridget Miller Feerick
Alexander Jordan Foerster
Kimberly Marie Forsythe*
Anna Isabel Fraser
Drew E. Fredrichsen*
Cynthia Friese*
Robert P. Garvey
Maelyn Marie Geisthardt
Stacey Maria Gerard*
Michael T. Gerlach
Nina Ghanbarzadeh*
James Peter Gilbertson
John Mundschau Glowacki*
Cassondra Lyn Godfrey
Matt Gordon Gonia
Olivia Nicole Gonzales
Kyle R. Gorenschek
Andrew James Grolton
Zachary Daniel Green
Joshua Peter Groth
Clarissa G. Halat*
Travis John Hale
Joshua Paul Halverson
Justin Lee Hamilton
Dana Arlene Handel
Paul Hanon
Alexander Michael Headley
Wylie Christ Hefti
Amelia Packard Hernandez*
Morgan Anne Herum*
Caley Sue Hildebrand
Andrew Graham Hinkens
Heather Lee Hirvela
Tasha Marie Holifield*
David Thomas Hudson
Justin Thomas Huebner
Emily S. Hughes*
Julia Marie Huryk*
Megan Hyler
Daniela Catherine Iannello
Gareth Trevor Johnson
Kristin Nichole Johnson
Rebecca Helen Johnson*
Syna Josephine Johnson*
Lindsey Nicole Kallin
Catherine Rose Kassouf
Brian Raymond Kingsbury
Ivy Lee Klarer*
Karen Ann Klemm
Seth Michael Kniflin
Andrew George Knippel
Drew Alexander Koch
Katherine Margaret Kohler*
Nicole Dana Koslow*
Kassia Faye Kostuch
Anna Kathleen Krajcik
Sara Katherine Kuphal
Kristin Marie Lewis
Caitlin Marie Loepfe*
Jose Angel Luis*
Brandee Lynn Lyons
Malena Shiree Magnolia*
Thomas Aloysius Malak
Natalie Quinn Manion
Brenna Stephanie Marlin
Kevin M. Martin
Lauren Rosetta Mattes
Lisa Sue Matthes*
Raymond James Mawst
Amanda Eileen McCabe
Andrew David McConville*
Kendice Jean McKinney
Amy Kathryn McLain*
Elizabeth Duffy McLaughlin*
Sarah Marie McMahon*
Mark Joseph Mendygral
Brandon M. Miller
Allison E. Mollet
David Benjamin Monzingo
Christopher Trefethen Moore
Elin Cartwright Moore
Samuel Adam Mueller
Madia Norton
Molly Lorraine O'Connell*
Mark Christopher O'Neill
Jenna Justine Oelhafen
Sarah Catherine Olsen
Timothy Scott Palecek
Maxine Rose Pariser
Tatiana Amalia Pearson
Emily Peplinski*
Eileen M. Phillips*
Jordan Harold Post
Mark Puchinsky*
Anthony Frank Ransley
Kimberly Grace Rhyme*
Kym Renee Richardson*
Judson William Riggins
Vianne I. Robitaille
Tracy Lee Rolkosky
Valerie Rose Rossi
Cinnamon Marie Rudd-Haack*
Hunter Weston Ruth
Katherine Anne Ryan*
Sarah Nicole Sanborn
Rachel Renee Schaefer
Michelle Theresa Schauer
Dayna Eleanor Schmidt
Libby Faye Schmitz
Trenton Francis Schoonover
Karmen R. Seib*
Zachary Thomas Smeltzer
Alyssa Ann Smolen
Joseph Leon Snyder
Kevin Thomas Sparrow
Jasmine R. Spender
Dustin Michael Springer
Kevin Michael Stewart
Stephen Joseph Stoffel
Hyrom Leon-Quartiez Stokes
Joelle Jayne Swanson*
Nora Tadic
Anna Elizabeth Thaney
Shoua Thao
Erica Lane Thompson
Tae Li Shea Turner
Ian Tuski*
Samantha J. Vander Hyden
Antonio Uriel Vargas
Alesia Jasmine Verser
Christopher Alan Vitale
Caitlin Alora Vulich
Ava Hall Wachtler
Frank Julius Wachter
Anne Elizabeth Wallenfang*
Jeremiah August Wayman
Jessica Danielle Wegner
Heather Marie Weisbach
Katherine Anne Wetherbee*
Michaelene Mary Wilmsen
Jon Jay Wilson
Erica Lynne Winship
Arian Elizabeth Wolf
Caroline Marie Yiannakopoulos*
Sarah F. Zawadiwsky

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Dean Timothy L. Smunt
Bachelor of Business Administration

David James Acker
Danielle A. Adamczyk
Jayd Andrew Adamson
Tristan James Agacki
Aldelon Agalliu*
Thomas A. Aguayo
Min Ai*
Valerie Joyce Aliwarga
Hasnan Amjad
Tiffany Lynn Anderson
Preston James Andrekus
Christopher Daniel Anger
Jamal F. Awadallah
Haili Ba*
Natalija Babicic
David Jonson Badger
Nyasha Thea Bagley
Sean Francis Bailey
Ryan Edward Baker
Brandon Kent Banzhaf
Christopher William Barnett
Konstantinos Baskakis
Paula Joan Battiola
David Matthew Bauer
Jordan Ross Bauer
Matthew Kyle Beadle
Nicholas J. Beaudry
Beau Stephen Becker
Jacob John Becker*
Steven Michael Behring*
Alyson Lee Beisiegel*
Justyna Monika Belmontes
Niels Berg
Jacob Beringer
Lauren Michelle Beyer
Nathan Lee Bierdz
Reid Donald Biesterveld
Christina Marie Binkoski
Derek William Blackman
Joseph Elliot Boersma
Kimberly Bohman
Bryan Borchart
Zachary Scott Borgardt
Rebecca Marie Borkovec*
Marina Nazih Botros
Sarah Ann Bozie*
Steven James Bransted
Seth Brandon Bratcher*
Julie R. Breuer*
Chris Steven Brock
Michael E. Brooks
Adam Jeffery Brown
Lindsay Deanna Brown
Samantha Lynn Bruni*
Sean Christopher Bruskiewicz
Jacob John Burant
Jonathan Wesley Burrell
Taylor Deann Bush
Joseph R. Callaway
James Alan Carian*
Travis David Carney
Adam James Chase
Mukul Chawla*
Gurleen Cheema
Bilal Sakhi Chohan
Justin Christianson*
Frederick Andre Coleman
Jaime Nicole Conlin
Dustin James Corrigan
Keith William Craft
Renee Shavers Crawford
Kevin T. Crisp
Tyler P. Cummings
Alissa Ann Curtis
Samuel Eric Curtis
Chantal Michelle Cyr*
Moiz Dawoodbhai
Tyler James DeBehinke
Troy Joseph DeGeorge
Jacob Peter Degroot
Kyle Joseph Deignan
Dianna Maria Delorto
Jaclyn Marie DeRosia*
Paul Dettmann
Holly Rae DeWitt
James Evan DeYoung*
Andrew Jonathan Dicks
Alissa Jean Diedericks
Carly Michelle Diermeier*
Lhamo Dolma
Megan Beth Doran
Trenton Robert Dowling
David Michael Drake
Cheikh Drame
Alison E. Drvaric*
Brian J. Dwyer
Richard Karl Ehlert
Jacob Warren Eigenberger*
Ryan Richard Elbert
Jamie Lynne Elsner*
Avery Emerson
Whitney Caroline Emmerich
Maxime Louis Etchart
Caitlin Evans
Kyle Ryan Fahlgren
Hannah Marie Falk
Devin M. Fedel
James Alan Feldmann
Rebecca Marie Fellows*
Samantha Ann Feldman*
David Anthony Ferrel*
Michelle Elizabeth Ferrito
Nicolette Marie Fischer
Kaleb Duwane Fitch
Paul Brenny Fitzpatrick*
James Patrick Fitzsimons
Steven F.
Kenwaun Tramelle Flinn
Dominique L. Flowers
Andrew Todd Fogel
Brian Fonfara
Joanna Theresa Fons*
Joseph David Forbeck
Tyler Frankard
Antoine Donell Frazier
Trevor Alan Frewin
Mario John Gaggioli
Laura Gams*
Beth Ganser*
Wanyaing Gao*
Andres Garcia
Jesus Garcia
Mario Garnica Garcia
Britney Ann Garland
Michael James Geiger
Heidi Louise Geisel
Katelyn Marie Gellings*
Bethany Marie Gielevski
Alvin Michael Gloyeck
Kirsten Irene Goehler
Masen Gregory Gohlke
Mrinal Kalyan Gokhale
Casandra Goodman
Stephanie Marie Goodwin*
Melinda Lea Green

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Justin Joseph Gresbach
Matthew Thomas Groble
Brent William Gruber
Raymond John Guns
Callan Leigh Guth*
Jennifer June Guza
James Wesley Haarsma
John Michael Haas
Alasdair Michael Hall
Kirstie Halle
Caroline Ann Hamilton
Jillian Rochelle Hammer
Danielle Harris
Marquis Terrell Harris
Bryan Robert Hart
Hannah C. Lutz*

*Awarded Commencement Honors

Peter Irving Johnson
Timothy David Johnson
Joseph Tyler Jost
Joohoon Kang
Joseph Michael Kaplan
Margaret Ann Keller
Paul Michael Keller
Kevin Joel Kenkel*
Samuel John Kessenich
Juhi Khanna
Abed Mahmud Khatib*
Abdulrahman Khamekh
Daniel James Kieffer
Megan Elizabeth Kiepert
Paul Kihlmire
Bo-Kyoun Kim
Peter Kirner
Jessica Marie Klaus
Tristan Klausfugger
Steven Jared Klug
Jana Koehn
Jared Edward Koep
Christopher James Koors*
Jacob Lloyd Kosmatka
Jeovanna Elizabeth Kostichka
Stephanie Theresa Kotlarek
Ivan Kravic
Kayla Marie Kreier
Roxanne Marie Kreuzer*
Michael Kritter*
David Michael Krosschell
Jiangfeng Kuang*
Timothy Joel Kuehl
Eric Matthew Kummer
Charles Diamond Kupsch
Brian Keith Kvitek
Michael Philip Lackovic
Brandon Scott Ladwig
Kimberly Anne Lake
Anthony Joseph Lambo
Jay D. Landman
James Patrick Larson
Sara Jean Lease
Yeol-Hee Lee*
Jared Aaron Lemke
Patrick Lawler Leon*
Ziyu Li*
Bing Liu
Brian David Lloyd*
Kori Elizabeth Lockwood

Hannah C. Lutz*
Agygul Machwitz
Kelly Ann Mader*
Reginald Terrell Madlock
Wakana Maekawa
Corryn Marie Manderfield
Michael Timothy Martin
Samantha J. Martinez
Andrew Maschmeier
Jose Miguel Matamoros
Mitchell Jeffery Mcardle
Joseph Michael McCallion
Adam McCullough*
Laura A. McDonald
Matthew John McGurk
Michael J. Stapelkamp McQuide*
Anthony Michael Meier
Tyler David Melville
Matthew Robert Memmel
Christopher Andrew Mendoza
Gonzalo Enrique Mendoza
Luis Miguel Mendoza
Sheronda Y. Merriweather*
Sarah Anne Meyer
Matthew David Michalski
Alessandro F. Militello
Benjamin J. Miller
Celine Dorothy Miller
Robyn M. Minarik
Anna Rose Molinaro
Clint Matthew Moll
Nicolas Glenn Morga
Harry Charles Moulopoulos
Steven J. Mueller
John Brennan Mullarkey
Mark Mathew Mulvaney
Andrew David Najour
Marieme Ndiaye
Corey Ryan Nelson
Katherine Anne Nelson
Daniel Steven Neubauer
Mark Thomas Newkirk
Christian W. Nielsen
Chelsi Anne Niemczyk*
Todd Nimmer
Anthony Charles Nitz
Francisco Nolla
Daniel Patrick O'Reilly
Steven A. Oertel

Baccalaureate Degrees
continued

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Tyler M. Olsen
David Michael Olson
Kelly A. Olson
Kim Alexis Olson
Babatunde O. Olusanya
Maram Samih Omari
Ashley Marie Ott
Alexander James Pachmayer
Alexandria Elizabeth Pajeau
Olga Panasenya
Zachary Samuel Paradies
Sabrina Dorren Parkhill
Spencer Michael Parlow
Latanza Donita Parnell
Karin Elizabeth Pawlak
Brittany E. Paydock
Brittney Dawn Payne
Rachel Nicole Pecka
Brittany Marie Peckels*
Jonathan Michael Pedersen
James Thomas Peters*
Ryan Patrick Peterson
Jason Allan Petrie
Jessica Ann Phalin
Chris Thomas Piazza
Stephanie Ann Plavec
Alyssa Marie Pokel
Ryan P. Popp*
Demi Lorraine Price
Brenda L. Prom
Mark J. Przybylski
Mykelia Lynnetra Putman
Kayla Louann Radecki
Joseph Daniel Radliff*
Ariana Radowicz
Ryan Benjamin Radschlag
Kevin Michael Rapp*
Stephen David Rasch
Walker Raschke
Timothy Joseph Rave
Marissa Nicole Ray
Anam Rehman
John Henry Reineking
Tyler Rembert*
Marie Malin Remmel
Yiwei Ren*
Eugeniy Yuri Rendel
Tyler Edwin Reum*
Maurice Tramell Rhodes
Michael Thomas Riley
Benjamin Robey
Alexander Martin Robillard
Allegra I. Robinson
Jason Lee Robinson
Laural Ashley Robinson
Alexandria Inez Rodriguez
Jordan Ray Rodriguez
Nicholas Roepeke
Kaelan P. Rojo-Schultz
Christopher J. Romano*
Joseph Jerome Romanowski
Trisha Lea Rowen
David Alan Ruesch
Tommy Jeffrey Ryther
Danielle Kristin Sager
Dana Salani Marie Salani
Travis James Sali*
Gabe Sanders
Greg Satina
Michael Scott Schalla*
Brent Wilhelm Scheele
Taylor Clyde Schepp
Kaitlin Mae Schildt
Sam Schmidt
Karl Schmit*
Brian Daniel Schofield
Michelle Sara Schreiner
David James Schroeter
Nathan Michael Schweetter
Jordan Russell Schultz
Collier Austin Scott
Bradley A. Seefeldt
Alex Michael Segal
Thomas J. Seidler*
Austin Jerome Sellers
Jason Ryan Seubert
John Garrett Shakon
Chenyan Shan
Nakesha Mae Shaw
Jacob Walter Sheftka
Jonathan Yoel Shertok*
Kathryn Mae Sier
Ranjit Singh
Jacob P. Sinkula
Vandalia Anggraini Siregar
Jessica Ann Smith
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Smith
Kylene Lynn Smith
Nathan Thomas Smith*
Nickolas Scott Smith
Timothy Matthew Smith
Kristin Lynn Snyder
Eddie Sparkman
Stephanie Nicole Spener
Chad Allen Spitz
Mitchell James Staszak
Robert John Stein
Justin Robert Sterna
Ning Su*
Saul Sutton
Jordan Bria Swanger
Justin C. Swirth
Natalie Megan Syvock*
Mitchell Alan Taddey
Dominique Christine Tafel
Marlaina Taylor
Michael Kevin Tessmer
Jessica Thao
Yee Leng Thao
Sarah Elizabeth Thien
Devon Tyrce Thomas-Becton
Dylan Mark Thompson
Zachary Michael Thuecks
Jeanelle Valdez Tibayan
Trevor Paul Todd
Mitchell Tordoff*
Mengmei Tu*
Eric Udovich*
Jesus Valenzuela
Brad Anthony Van Dera
Benjamin Douglas Van Handel*
Orrie James VandenLangenberg
Ka Bao Vang
Ka Zo Vang
Mai Neng Vang
Rocky Vang*
Yeng Vang
Eduardo Luis Velazquez
Nathan Lee Verbeten
Mitch Alan Vesco
Garrett Alan Vetesnik
William Martin Vetter
Devin Jeret Villacrez

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Alexandra Lee Waddington
Jeremy Waldow*
Yizhe Wang
Michael J. Watkinson*
Nicole Lindsay Weber
Rebekah Ann Weber*
Krista Marie Werner
Kilee Elizabeth Westrick
Lyndy Breanne Weyker
Jacob Swanson Whitewater
Jacob Scott Whitlock
Stephanie Ann Wilde
David James Wilkinson
Alan Hayden Williams
Mark Jason Williams
Sarah Catherine Wilson
John Warren Winius
Kevin Joseph Witkowski
Brent Michael Wolfenden
Jason Wrigley*
Justin Philip Wulz
Eric James Wunderlich
Fue Xiong
Xia Xiong
Youa Xiong
Ai Yang
Francis Yang
Lao Robert Yang
Abigail Lynn Yorton
Jia liang You*
Patrick Stephen Young*
Robert James Zaffrann
Miguel Zepeda
Yu Zhang
Yuqing Zhang*
Mengqi Zhao
Taylor Marie Ziegler
John Joseph Zielinski
Yvonne L. Zielinski
Nicholas Patrick Zillman
Joshua Joseph Zimmerman
Lana Sue Zimmerman*
Leila Zintsem A. Moute

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Dean Carol L. Colbeck
Bachelor of Science

Ami Albrecht
Ieyduh Ali*
Averie Leigh Anderson
Danielle Marie Anderson*
Jannelle Anderson*
Shanay Monique Anderson
Elizabeth Ashley Asmondy
Kelsey Aspenson
Ricquelle Lelsyn-Marye Badger
Ana Christine Baker
Ryan James Bandt*
Tawanda Demetris Barnes
April May Barry
Melissa Kelly Baseman
Julia Marie Bayer
Megan Rae Berlin
Sommer Dawn Binash
Nicholas John Bisswurm
Caroline Victoria Blackburn
Dayne Timothy Bonjean
Benjamin Alan Borden
Akeisla Bostick
Isaac Russell Brethauer
Marijana Jo Brinkman
Jennifer Marguerite Brown
Rachel Leigh Bruno
Thaimarie Butler
Jack Raymond Catalano
Brice L. Christianson
Dana Marie Chrzanowski*
Jomarie Coloriano*
Audrey Marie Connor*
Catherine Anne Coon
Rachel Elaine Cooper*
Lindsay Ann Corcoran
Alexandra Jean Cuadra*
Evelyn Cunningham
Trypheana Evette Curtain
Heather Marie Darnell
Cassandra Rae DaValt*
Kayla Rose Davison*
Lucille Jo Degener*
Mary Christine Quinn Demerit
Jennifer Lynn Dey
Amber Elizabeth Donahoe
Amanda Anne Doyle*
Sadi Aurora Dudley
David Arlyn Dvorak
Nicholas David Dzwinel
Kelsey Anne Eckert*
Bryant Andrew Ellis
Kaleb John Engelke
Noelia Leanne Enriquez
Ashley Monique Estes
Kelly Ann Farina
Sakuri Simone Fears
Brianne Rose Fechter*
Hannah Elizabeth Felt
Ruth Anne Fischer
Ashley Faye Freeman
Michelle Rose Fritz*
Stefanie Marie Gaeding
Stephanie Marie Gibbons
Sara Ann Gilbert
Cynthia Godinez
Dawn N. Gosseck*
Ashley Catherine Grandlich
Krista Dorlene Gregory
Athena Tasia Grice
Julio Miguel Guerrero
Melissa Ann Gutkowski
Samantha Suzanne Habeck*
Molly Ann Habenicht*
Jeanetta Hale
Kelsey Elizabeth Hall
Matthew R. Harris*
Mitchell Wayne Hartman*
Tim William Hayden
Alexandria Davis Hellenbrand
Amanda Renee Hensler
Sumalee Her
Sarah Lee Hesse
Danielle Casteel Hill
Rosale Horton
Lydell C. Hunter
Sara Jane Irwin
Monika K. Iverson
Kristin Shante Ivory
Kelli Ann Jaigiello
Bradley K. Jakubowski
Arreall Marie Janikowski*
Casey Larie Jensen*
Melanie Anne Johnson*
Mazie Ann Kading

*Awarded Commencement Honors
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Janet Marie Kaeding
Tara Lynn Kairis*
Ryan John Kallie
Scott D. Kawczynski
Julie Evelyn Keller
Valerie Ann Ketterhagen
Esther Young Kim
Jennifer Lynn Konrath*
Erin Melissa Kristbaum
Michelle Jennifer Kuinn
Kelly Paula Kumba
Danielle Stephanie Kurth
Kristina Lynn Lak*
Anne Frances Lapp
Claire Elizabeth Laverty*
Sara Jean Lindquist
Andrew Jerome Ludwig
Claire Anne Madden
Thomas Joseph Mangi*
Ashley Nan Mangiulli
Lauren Ashley Maniscalco
Brittany Ann Manning*
Theresa Ann Manning
Johnathan Carlos Manzo
Travis Cortez McBride*
Fiona Georgette McCarty
Kristin Leigh McCrory
Ashley Nicole McCune
Brian Christopher Mcelmeel
Evelinda Mejia
Cassandra Lynn Mentzer
Brittany Marie Mertens
Ashley Rebekka Michaels
Jessica Reve Mish
Stephanie Anne Miske*
Katie Lee Moore*
Amanda R. Morton*
Tyler James Morton*
Rachel Mary Mudek*
Susan Catherine Murray
Alesa Lynn Myers
Ali Laura Najera
Emily Catherine Nelson
Morgan Aylse Nelson
Joel Robert Newburg
Mary Beth O'Brien
Katlin Ann O'Mahar*
Lisa Marie Olson
Chelsea Michelle Orthober*
Christina Marie Ostrenga
Ryan Robert Owen
Claire Lauren Pellegrini
Laura N. Petska
Shawn Robert Pitts
Melanie Paige Plant
Rory James Powell
Matthew Ryan Preuss*
Jacob Henry Probst*
Laurel Anne Ragalie*
Melissa Megan Ray
Sonia Victoria Raymonds*
Kelly Ann Redeker
Katharine Margaret Resnick
Sara Ashley Reynolds
Andrew Richard Rickaby
Stacey Nicole Robinson
Sanquita Roby
Laura Jo Rogers
Anthony James Rome
Patrick Andrew Rooney
Alexandra Marie Rosenfield*
Kathleen Adele Roth
Brian L. Rothbauer
Terry Ann Rupnick
Stacia Jennifer Saam
Rachel Marie Scanlon*
Dariane M. Schneider
Daniel Joseph Schultz
Jazmine Darby Schultz*
Michael Paul Schultz
Paige Marie Schultz
Trevor Lee Seefeldt
Allie Jade Senderhauf*
Jessica Lauren Sepe
Jerrion De'Vonta Shell
Heather Siner
Laura Slaty
Stephanie Ann Smith
Matthew Russel Stein
Stephanie Elizabeth Stern*
Daymenn Mitchell Stewart
Brian Michael Summerfield
Kate Therese Swiderski*
Cale Anthony Tassi
Jamison Earl Taube
Cynthia Lynn Teschner*
Renee Dawn Thiem
Dana M. Thurman
Eric Anthony Van Ruden
Mai Kee Yang
Sarah Elizabeth Vieth
Erika Lee Vite*
Nicole Veronica Von Rueden
Maurice L. Walker
Samantha Wallin
Sarah Nicole Wardecke*
Joseph Ian Warnacut
Zack H. Weddig
Samantha Jean Weigand
Molly Ann Weil*
Michael Dennis Weller
Samantha Rae Werner*
Amanda Joy Whitefoot*
Sharney Racquel Wilks
Erica Shavon Woods
Ericka Chianta Wright
Henry James Vandesdts
Benjamin John Zarling

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & APPLIED SCIENCE

Dean Brett A. Peters
Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Walter Dormitzer Abbott
Yousef Alabdullah
Ali Alameer
Muayad Hussain Aldobaisi
Fahd Sulaiman Alhassoun
Courtney G. Allen
Ahmed Abdulaziz R. Alrumyyan*
Mohammed Alwadi
Amevi Ezekiel Azanleko Akouete
Robert Carroll Bailey
Joseph Robert Baird
Leah Barsch
Carl John Benson
Spencer Benz
Joseph Fitzgerald Bornski
Teresa Keyia Briggs
Alysha Annette Brouer
Carl Matthew Buck

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Garett Lee Bunkelman  
Jonathan J. Canto  
Christopher Joseph Carini  
Nicole Ann Carlson  
Patrick Earl Connors  
Marko Coralic  
Mitchell Spencer Crawford  
Michael David Czech  
Scott R. Davis  
Joshua Quin De Lonay  
Garrett Daniel DeMeyer  
Michael Randy Dotson*  
Benjamin John Droppers  
Andrew Robert Dunk  
Andrew Ray Eggebeen*  
Nolan Erdman  
James William Fehrenbach*  
Brianna Lee Ferguson  
Matthew Thomas Field  
Aaron John Figie  
Shawna M. Filipenko  
Donna Gallardo  
Jimmy Lee Garcia  
Jeffrey Thomas Gitter  
Michael David Glatzel  
Nick Warren Grahl  
Aaron James Green  
Andrew C. Gregg  
John Stanley Grochowski  
Melissa Marie Hadfield  
Nicholas Montgomery Haley  
Troy Christopher Hendricks  
Richard Lawrence Hinz  
Tyler Lee Hoeffner  
Benjamin James Honeck  
Joseph Michael Hren  
Emily S. Hughes*  
Wesley J. Irek*  
Kyle Jacobs*  
Erik Sven Johnson  
Sean Michael Jones  
Matt John Kaczmarek  
Andrew Robert Kaminski  
Robin Ashley Karr  
Samuel James Keele  
Gordon C. Kessler  
Gregory Alan King  
Erin McGann Kirby  
Christopher J. Knapp  
Christopher Thomas Knitter  
Brent Matthew Koch  
Nicholas A. Koeller  
Robert Andrew Kozelou*  
Justine James Kramer  
Jesus Roy Ladwig  
Amanda Jo Langley  
Valbon Latifi*  
Eric Michael Lauer-Hunt*  
Giovanni Al-Muhairi Lewinski  
Audrey A. Lewis  
Bangyan Li  
Nicholas John Lingvay*  
Brandon Christopher Lundquist*  
Lasta Manandhar  
John Chris Mantas  
James Jeffrey Mantes*  
Benjamin Jon Mathwig  
Mario J. Matos  
Jasper Charles Mayzik  
Stephen Arthur McGranahan*  
Peter Meilicke  
Patrick Ross Merz*  
Paul John Mirkes  
Guy Michael Moore*  
Bryan Muncy*  
Zachary Kenneth Nanfelt  
Victoria Rita Nerad  
Matthew William Nett  
Matthew John Nowak  
Ryan Thomas Oliver*  
Anas Abdalla Omari  
Uwakwe A. Omegbu  
Pablo F. Palos  
Steven William Peterson*  
John Michael Phillips  
Jake William Pitzen*  
Jared Steven Prather  
Adam Joseph Reihl  
Gregory Lawrence Reuter*  
Marc Robert Richter  
Benjamin Kerth Roberts  
Michael Alexander Robledo  
Thomas Charles Roth  
Preet Movinder Singh Saini  
Robert K. Salamon  
Robert Allan Schaak*  
Eric Ronald Scherbarth  
John Joseph Schmidt  
Alex Schofield  
Adam Schroeder  
Brock Worner Schupp  
Christopher Michael Sendelbach  
Samareh Shahmohammadi*  
David Steven Shea  
Marjia Nafez Shehadeh  
Michael John Sipos  
David Curtis Sjoberg*  
Jacob William Spacial  
Matthew J. Stadler  
Alan John Stager  
Shane Adam Stein  
Scott Robert Stevenson  
Katherine Elaine Stone  
Anthony Frank Stupar  
Peter Nutong Thao  
Andrew Earl Toay*  
Andrew Trang  
Kyle D. Troeger  
Erik Jonathan Ulfeng  
Nicholas Joseph Uselmann  
Nathan Valdes*  
Stacy Marie Van Dyke*  
Matthew George Van Natta*  
Temenuzhka Kirilova Vasilieva  
Benjamin David Walker  
Justin Richard Waschbisch  
Andew Scott Weas  
Scott James Wedell  
Kevin Charles Wehner  
Nicholas John Wessing*  
Benjamin Scott Wiegand*  
Isaac Thomas Wooden  
Patrick Todd Woodzick  
Joseph Anthony Wychesit  
Christopher Austin Yerke  
Yiwu Yu  
John W. Zignego*  
Jacob David Zylka

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Dean Chukuka S. Enwemeka
Bachelor of Science

Olaide Idayat Adams
Kayleigh Jo Albrecht*
Amanda Elizabeth Allwardt
Andra Christine Amrhein
Lauren Jean Askevold
Christine Aurit*
Karen Ruth Bailey*
Caitlin Marie Barber
Keizo Ralph Beeck*
Paula Anne Begeman*
Megen Quinn Bejvan
Karina I. Benitez
Nicole Bennett
Emily Marian Berg
Kenneth Blaauw
Raymond Joshua Body
Tina Booth
Erin Michelle Bork
Jamison Craig Bryant*
Rebecca Lynn Butson*
Ana Michelle Caballero
Randee Josephine Cardinal
Haley Joan Carey*
Rachele Therese Carney
Corrine Victoria Chaplo*
Anna Maria Chavez
Beata Beatrycze De Anda*
Luke Joseph Deegan
Alisa Burke Dettman
Chelsea Alexis Dickmann
Laura Ann Diedrich
Brittany Lynn Doerr
Taylor Kate Dummer*
Brittany L. Dupuis
Linette Alexandra Egan*
Sara Joy Hyun Sook Engelhardt*
Shawna Rose Engelhardt*
Michael James Feierstein
Samantha Kay Fendryk*
Tina Sue Feuerstein*
Jennifer Leigh Fizell
Paul David Forchette
Nicole Franke*
Breanna Nicole Freund
Cassandra Jean Fryman
Lucas Daniel Gauthier
Ellen Jane Geier*
Julie Ann Gerstl
Patrick Joseph Gilbertson
Jill Mari Girard
Elliot Joseph Grant
Nicholas Veselko Grbavac
Marissa Monica Grimm
Natalie Franck Gross
Kristen Marie Grossmeyer*
Ma Hang*
Rachel Christine Hansen*
Sara E. Hartinger
Douglas Evan Harte
Malorie Kristin Hauch*
Rachel Dawn Heath*
Nicole Beth Herman*
Margaret Jean Hermanson*
Courtney Lynn Hetzel
Dana Hohlweck
Mica Christina Hough
Brady Nicholas Huemann*
Desi Julian Huerta
Jennifer Nicole Hughes*
Alice Anna Jadczak
Terrah Lynn Jahnz
Stephanie Nicole Janichek*
Lauren Michelle Johnson
Lindsey Lee Johnson
Mackenzie Elizabeth Johnson
Nicole Marie Kaeser*
Stacy Karls*
Lindsay Rose Kasavich
Adley Rose Ellen Kennedy*
Courtney Ann Kerchoff
Alysha Rosina Kiffin-Bruce
Justina Marie Kirchen*
Kary Joana Klagos*
Andrew Glenn Klouda*
Justina Jaye Koenen*
Corissa Kroenke*
Desiree Joy Krueger
Ondjrea K. Krueger*
Amber Lynn Kucharski*
Angela Marie Kuchler*
Natalie Elizabeth Labrosse
Madeline Ann Lamb*
Brittany Jean LaPlant
Elizabeth Evelyn Larson*
Anthony Robert Laurenzi
Brittany Ann Lenz
Katherine Marie Lillie
Adam Jeffrey Linder*
Bradley M. Loizzo
Emily Hope Robann Longwell-Grice*
Koua Lor*
Chelsie Ann Losselyong*
Lindsey Nichole Luther
Christopher Neil Lynch
Jennifer Jean Malecha
Selina Manarik
Kathryn Jane Manowski
Derek Michael Manz*
Katie Lynn Marek*
Anthony John Matsche
Adam Charles Maurer
Katherine Bonita Meyer
Cheyenne Lee Mieden
Amanda Anne Miller
Aaron Harmon Mueller
Emily Marie Murphy
Krista Renee Nelson*
Jami Lee Nemitz
Angela Nettesheim
Tracey Ingeborg Nickel*
Amanda May Nielsen*
Ryan Andrew Norton
Janet J. O'Donnell*
Jamie Leeann Oldenberg
Melissa Ann Overmier
Tracy Anne Parzyszek
Dana S. Paulson*
Sarah Elizabeth Pesch*
Sarah Lynn Pettit*
DeAnna Piette*
Amanda Leigh Plamann
Kelly Marie Popp*
Sara Elizabeth Ramthun
Brandon L. Reed
Margaret Ilene Reidy
Christos Reppas*
Eric John Reuter*
Bree Ann Reynolds*
Timber Ariel Ritter
Melissa Robers*
Ashley Rae Robertson*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Scott David Robertson
Kelly Robinson*
Ryan Ardell Robinson
Mibzaleny Rodriguez*
Nicholas Roger Roth
Cory Lawrence Sandberg
Peter Jorgensen Sanger
Brian Sauer
Megan Nicole Schaeuble*
Alyssa Edith Schmitz*
Callista Rae Schmitz
Teal Schroeder*
Stephen James Schuh
Ashley Marie Schultz*
Kasi Rae Schwarz*
Jacqulyn Lanah Servi
Lauren Victoria Sewell*
Ryan Michael Shanklin
Jori Anne Sigler*
Paula Rulseh Simono
Mary Beth Simons
Anna Julia Skrzyniarz*
Kurt Charles Smet
Daniel James Snyder*
Rebecca Leigh Starrett*
Daniel John Stevenson
Megan Jane Sumiejski
Tammy Jo Towne
Kaylee Rose Vance
Lucy Vang
Monica Rose Verstegen
Samantha Jo Vovos*
Kristin Marie Wagner
Michayla M. Wald*
Andrew Paul Walk
Erik Michael Walsh
Leah Michelle Warpinski
Krista Marie Wasielewski
Lee Bennett Webber
Jacqueline Weber*
Rebecca Ann Wegner
Laura Lynn Werner
Maria Rose Wesa
Sarah Amy Wilcox
Maureen Elizabeth Wilding
Shelly M. Willems*
Jennifer Anne Wipperfurth
Sarah Elizabeth Woldt
Chelsea Morgan Wolf*
Katie Tempest Wormuth
Amy Sheng Xiong*
Phoua Xiong
Yaomee Xiong
Keo Yang*
Kong Meng Peter Yang
Sossie G. Yorot
Sabrina Zahn*
Kristin Michelle Zenz*

SCHOOL OF
INFORMATION STUDIES
Interim Dean Wooseob Jeong
Bachelor of Science in Information Science and Technology
Christopher Balzer
Jonathan Robert Balzer
Katelyn Marie Brittain
Brian Patrick Burns
Israel Maduabuchi Chimezie*
James Vincent Cimarusti*
Timothy B. Clarke
Daniel Tien Duc Corcoran
Silvester Paule Cruz
Jessica Cundy
Jonathan Robert Dolan
Sandra Sigrid DuPont*
Samuel R. Edwardsen*
Ryan T. Ewig
Kelly Patrick Frawley
Tobias Jacob Fudge*
William John Gaulke
Philip Michael Gordon
Paris Lamar Gulley
Cheng Pao Hang
Garrett Scott Hebson
Elijah Meng Her
Jodi Keller
Ashley Knowles
Crystal Ann Koch
Chris Kenneth Krubsack
Andreas Patrick Lerner
Jessica Lynn Lindner
Thomas Anthony Maniscalco
Jason McKelvey
Vincent Paul McKillip*
Sadie Leigh Mentink
Mawlid H. Osman
Roselle Eve Pendergast
Jesse Albert Peters
Jeffrey Pieper*
Shendola Amber Red Hail
Stephanie Kay Reynolds
Timothy Matthew Ross
Michael Jonathan Schuett*
Chelsie Louise Schuette
Catherine L. Sloan
Christopher Steven Toepfer
Kari Turner
Charlie Chong Vang
Leng Vang
Derek Taylor Watson
Jon Phillip Whitford*
Brian Michael Withers
Coron Lamar Woods
Zachary Eloy Zlomke

COLLEGE OF
LETTERS & SCIENCE
Dean Rodney Swain
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science
Lauren Alane Abbott
Ahmed S. Abdurrawaf
Lisa Marie Abu-Bakr
Danielle M. Ackerman*
Alaina Ackley
Ryan R. Adams
Britney Oluwatunseyi Adekola
Suleman Afzal
Elizabeth Albert
Javon Monique Alexander
Kitonga Alexander
Angela Lauren Algrim
Rahemin Ershad Ali
Husain M M H A H Alqattan*
Abdulkarim Alsamah
Deena Mahmood AL-Wathiqui
Austin J. Amato*
Benjamin Jay Ambroch
Jamie Jean Anderson*
Jamie Rae Anderson
Paul Robert Anderson
Rachel Elizabeth Anderson
Natalie Marie Andrews
Callie Beth Angst

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

**COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE**

Maribel Cecilia Aranda
Karina Arciniega
Paul Vincent Arenal
Tyler Robert Armbruster
Alexandria Ann Arnas
Thomas Richard Arneson*
Michael Dewayne Ashby
Adam V. Asher
Zainab Ashkanani
Sonia Guadalupe Ayala Gonzalez
Amie Khursheed Sana Azad
Adam Bailey
Daniel George Baker
Malia Kathleen Baldry
Shawn Alan Banaszak
Brittany Beatrice Bandle
Renia Bankhead
Matthew Thomas Barcus*
Karra Dawn Barnes
Jessica Lee Barone
Jaime Lynn Bartel
Robert Frank Barton
Robert Bauman
Alison Meredith Bayne*
Christopher John Beam
Justin Daniel Beaton
Alison Elaine Becker*
Jacob Steven Becker*
Paige Marie Becker
Kenneth Lamont Beckom
Jordan Taylor Beckwith
Toska Begolli
Amanda Jean Behrend
Megan Marie Benedict*
Jessie Marie Bennett*
Marlena Jean Bennett
Kent Thomas Benson
Jordan Beres*
Kristen Marie Berg
Tyler James Berg
Eric Robert Berthelsen
Joseph Robert Bertling
Andrew John Beyer
Amanda Elizabeth Biedrzycki*
Caitlin Rose Biese
Samantha Tricia Bilkey*
Grant Alexander Birchbauer
Matthew William Bird
Calie Endsley Blanke*
Robert Orbie Bodart*
Sara Marie Boeck*
Michael Lee Bohn
Shawn Bona
Shannon Leigh Boone*
Anna Borchert
Nicholas Taylor Bornheimer*
Alianna Mae Boszhhardt
Jennifer Sue Bottesi
Samantha Rose Boughton
Sarah Therese Bougie
Christina Ariana Bove
Elizabeth Long Boyd*
Christian Robert Boyer*
Ashley Marie Braam
Stephanie Braden
Enrik Braho*
Robyn Dolores Brauer*
Benjamin Joseph Brecke
Nicholas Brecklin
Eric Daniel Breit-Nicholson*
Elizabeth A. Brennan*
Megan Lanie Brever
Matthew James Briski
Maria Broeske
Brittany Oh Bronsted*
Indaca Thyais Brown
Jesse Aaron Brown
Nathan Richard Brown
Zachary Potter Brown
Ashley E. Brunner
Casey Merlin Buchanan
Michael Robert Bugalski
Michael Gerald Burger
Amanda Danielle Burtnett
Kahlil Numan Buruin
Anishka Rajah Cadiramen
Heather Marie Cage
Laura Diane Calabrese
Aseanti Neizsa Calhoun
Ahahit Marina Campbell
Chris Michael Caplan
Tiara Lashannon Cargile
Brenton Ross Carmichael
Nickolas Ryan Carr
Daniel Steven Carter
Matthew James Cash
Mayra Alejandra Casillas Lara
David Michael Cassilllas Lara*
Kristina S. Caughill*
Craig Jason Cebulla
Carmen Veronica Ceron*
Jazzielle Rochelle Chambliss*
Shaina Ann Check
Kevin Joseph Chilson
Kyle Michael Chitwood
Timothy Alan Chrapko
Veronica Lizabeth Christensen
Amanda Lee Chrestenson
Kayla Chantal Christiansen
Ashleigh Kay Christopherson
Sarah Noelle Christopherson
Jesse Joseph Clark
Melissa Marie Clark
Molly Rebeccah Cohen*
Emmitt Colbert
Shawanda Virginia Collins
Timothy Blair Conine
Michelle Lynn Connors
Andrew Philip Cook
Brienna E. Cordonier
Miriam Corona
Mirjana Cosic
Bianca B. Costanzo*
Jasmine Marie Crafton
Jenny L. Crane
Richard James Crawford
Bethany A. Cressey*
Trevor James Croft*
Naomi Cross
Krista Deann Culbertson*
Jamie Tyler Cummings
Katarzyna Karolina Czajkowska-Baciak*
Edward Walter Danecki
Nicholas A. Darrow*
David Frederick Day
Morgan Kay Delaney
Caroleyn Ann Delgado
Jory Weldon DeLoach
Carmella Anne DeLucia
Rita Quinn DeMerit
Danielle Mari DeMorrow*
Emily Rose Deschand
Danielle Suzanne Deschene
Cody James Dhein
Michael Ray Dickinson*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

Daniel Joseph Dinkelmann
Liz M. DiSalvo
Landon Jack Dittel
Leon Merrill Dixon*
Trisha Dobbs*
Jessica Bea Doede*
Patricia Marie Donovan
Justin W. Dooley
Molly Elizabeth Dorman
Michael Thomas Draxler
Joshua Aaron Drees
Mark Jarold DuBois
Gabrielle Marie DuCharme*
Christopher Paul Duckett
Elizabeth Katrene Duncan
Sydni Leigh Durrrstein
Mary Elizabeth Easter*
Samantha Nicole Edquist
Lazaro Isapl Edwards
Melissa N. Edwards
Scott Randall Egly
Tyler James Einberger
David Michael Eischen
Kimberly Ann Ellingson
Rosalind Dylan Elliott
Mary Catherine Ellis*
Nicole Caitlyn Endres
Hannah Margaret Engber*
Reva Leigh Entringer*
Alexander John Erdmann
Sarah Ertl
Rufus Evans III*
Morgan Ouimette Evans*
Edgars Ezerietis
Juan Carlos Fabela
Emily Marie Faber
Jesica Lynn Fahser*
Erik Pierre Falk
Rachel Nicole Falk*
Amanda J. Farrar*
Sehar Fatima*
Joseph Lawrence Fazio
Joseph Younghoe Fehch
Mara Jane Ferguson
Lindsay Jean Fero*
Justin Anthony Ferrari
Peter Andrew Feuk
Michael John Findlay
Kameron Fischer
Kelly Fischer
Rosa Flanagan
Cody J. Flanigan
Joseph Daniel Flanigan
Andrew Stevens Fleckenstein
Christopher Fleischman
Samantha Judith Fleischman
Magdalena Victoria Flores
Alexey Floyd
Kathryn Grace Fonti
Samantha Forrer
Phillip James Forrest
Page Lindsey Fortier
Jessica Fouliard
Alison Marie Fox
Christopher Joseph Fox
Caitlin Noel Frank
Mary Alex Franzen
Paul Olaf Freund
Josh Conor Fuher
Elliott James Fuhrmann
Danae Michelle Fuller*
Naomi J. Gaar
Megan Melissa Gaber
Louane Gabin
Jacob Mark Gajewski
Holland Galante*
Ricardo Ramon Galaviz
Melissa Marie Gallegos
Adam Brian Gallo
Christopher Adam Garchow
Steve Michael Garrison
Reyna Alejandra Marie Garza*
Solomon Henry Gatton
Katherine Mary Gengler*
Laurie Beth Genske
Morgan Geronime
Raviinder Gill
Auriana Iris Gilliland-Lloyd
Sarah Anne Gilson*
Katy Brianna Gilster
Arie James Glavan
Kathryn Emily Gleisner
Chelsea Lisbeth Glende*
Nicolas Peterson Gliszinski
Lyla Miranda Goerl
Michael Austin Gold*
Ana C. Gonzalez
Francisco J. Gonzalez
Kelby James Goodman
Danielle Jean Goodrich*
Marcus Gores
Brittani Nicole Gosh
John William Gossette*
Gary J. Gottwald
Samuel Ellis Graber
Heather Rachel Graham
Jackson Graham
Nichole Lee Graves
Ameshia Lashawn Greer
Kiera Nicole Griffin
Martin Lawrence Griffin
Lane John Grigg*
Brayla Genevieve Grinwald
Alyssa Ann Grisar
Leslie Louise Groehler
Rebecca Leigh Gross
Vanessa Ann Groves
Eric Andrew Grow*
Sarah Beth Gruber
Kara Lillian Gullickson
John Gunn
Benjamin James Habanek
Caitlin Mae Haberman
Dana Anastasia Haberman*
Kathryn Renee Hagen
Adam L. Haggerty
Justin Gregory Hake
Travis James Halena
Andrea M. Hall*
Mohammad Hamdan
Andrew David Hammen
Diya Hampel
Bokyung Han
Matthew James Haney
Cord Nathaniel Hansen
Erika Laine Hanson*
Ashton Mae Harned
Katherine Rose Harmisch
Alexander Palmer Harreld
Anthony M. Harris
Jeffrey Alan Harry
Aaron John Harter
Hydiza M. Hassan
Sameera A. Hassan
Norah Suad Hatab
Joseph Douglas Hauser
Kyle Thomas Hayes
Kimberly Annina Heinzmann
Erik Kauffman Heisel
Miranda Lynn Hemm*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Cynthia Catherine Henderson
Lauren Marie Henkle*
Emilie A. Henning
Thomas Lawrence Henning
Clement G. Henriques
Nathan Bradley Henry
Erica Lynn Herbin
Elena A. Hernandez
Alex Michael Herrmann
Sean Patrick Higgins*
James Andrew High
Erin Melissa Hilt
Bruce Wayne Hilty
Camron Lee Hinckle
Daniel Hinojosa
Cassandra Lynne Hoglund
Benjamin Harrison Holler
Brian Joseph Holmes
Joshua John Holt
Meghan Rose Horihan
Dean Michael Horvat
Zachary Allan Hosale*
Jennifer Anne Hoskins
Amanda Houle
Chelsea Lynn Howard
Benjamin Aaron Hoyt
Weimiao Huang*
Daniel D. Huber
Quentin Lewis Hughes
Brian Arnold Huiseere
Eloiss Brianne Hulsbrink*
Savannah Rae Hunnicutt
Nathaniel Alexander Hyle*
Eleanor Lorene Imlay*
Nicholas Gage Irving*
Kathi Anne Iseley*
James Wilson Israel
Hannah Rose Jablonowski
Elaina Sara Jacobs
Kristy Lynn Jagiello
Monika Anna Janczuk
Jacob Thomas Janowski
Mason C. Jarecki-Nimmo*
David Scott Jarvela
Sandra Jee
Kelli Nicole Jessen*
Sarah Riyad Jettawi
Nathaniel Douglas Jingst
Jordan Elizabeth Johansen
Nicholas John Johansson
Carrie Ridley Johnson
Eleanor Grace Johnson
Ellyn Marie Johnson
Eric Brendan Johnson*
Samuel Aaron Johnson
Sara Emily Johnson
Sarah Francais Johnson
Alex Steven Donald Jones
Angela Myia Jones
Ashley Leigh Jones
Chloe Chazma Jones
Karlton Russell Jones
Laura Theresa Jones
Kyle Vincent Jungbluth
Sarah Elizabeth Jurkowski
Ellen Andre Kalk*
Dennis Joseph Kallie
Ian George Kane
Lindsay Lauren Kane
Benjamin Robert Kasas
David Christopher Karin
Anne Nicole Kasten
Kelsey Eileen Kaufmann
Lisa M. Kaufmann
Jennifer Kaye*
Margaret Elizabeth Keith
Justin James Kendall
Claire Elizabeth Kennedy
Brian Jonathon Kent
Kathryn Anne Kernien*
Niraj S. Keshvala
Molly Margaret Kessler*
Lindsey Erin Kettner*
Muzna Khan
Sean Kiebzak*
Kevin Kenneth Kiefer
Kristina Leemarie Killilea
Bo-Kyoung Kim
Amanda Kinateder
Laurial King
Brandon Ray Kingsley
Sarah Elizabeth Kinsley
Thomas Jacob Kissane*
Katie Jey Klahn
Thomas Alexander Kleist
Courtney Elizabeth Klenz
Alexander Michael Kleppin
Alex Joseph Klosterman
Brienne Monique Kluge*
Caitlyn Michelle Kluth
Lauren Caitlyn Knak
Justin Thomas Knapp
Thomas William Knight*
Mary Ella Knipfer
Lauren Nicole Knobloch
Gillian Victoria Knox*
Taylor A. Koch
Adam John Koehl
Jessica Lynn Koehler
Callie Justine Koller
Musa Sidiki Konneh
Sarah Christine Konradt
Alana Christine Koontz
Robert Lowell Koppelman
Kevin Michael Korth
Nicholas James Korth
Jeremy Robert Kosick
Kassi Lynn Kosnicki
Sarah Katherine Kowalczyk
Mileva Todorovich Krajewski
Stephen William Kramar
Heinrich Alan Krause
Kara Brianne Kressin*
Corey Adam Kriescher
Austin Allen Krogh*
Kalah Melissa Krogmann
Joshua Kuck*
Allison C. Kuehn
Kimberly Sue Kuehn
Kristin Elise Kullinger
Joshua Knox Kunz
Andrew J. Kushlan
Christopher M. La Rue*
Lauren M. LaCombe
Megan Maria Lacy
Erin Lynne Lake
Jennifer Ann Lalk*
Brandalyn L. Lambert
Brian Thomas Lamping
Jacob Michael Landry
Angela Marie Lang
Kerri Jean Larson
Aaron Roy Laskiewicz
Anthony Lathers
Michelle Leigh Laughlin

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Jack Arthur Lavin*  
Julia L. Lazarski  
Korri Gering Lebiecki  
Joshua Alyn Lee*  
Thomas Michael Lee*  
Stephanie Ann Leege-Wesenberg  
Kayleigh Marie Lembek  
Jared David Lemcke  
Raven Michelle Lemon  
Faith Rose Lenard  
Sara Anne Lensmeyer  
Derek Phillip Leo  
Kyle Christopher Lepak  
Zachary Abraham Leubner  
Lindsey Anne Levasseur  
Kristin Marie Lewis  
Taylor Ione Lewis  
Taylor Danielle Lhamon  
Chelsy Kay Libecki-Dusznyski*  
Jacob William Lienhardt  
Taylor Liesenberg  
Jason James Lindekeugel  
Margaret Anne Linden  
Nicole Ann Lindquist  
Abigail Louann Lindsay  
Yuliya M. Litvina  
Jennifer Lynn Loefller  
Ginger Leigh Lopez  
Marissa Guadalupe Lopez  
Jonathan William Lorbach  
Rachele Lee Loughman  
Jeremy Lucas  
Jessica Ann Lucas  
Bradley Michael Luebke  
Vanessa Kim Luong  
Leslie Johana Machado  
Leigha Lynn Mackin  
Sean Anthony Mackman*  
Joseph Kelley Madden*  
Faye Ann Madison  
James T. Majewski  
Katherine Elizabeth Majewski  
Jessica Mary Malanche  
Craig Mallace  
Travus James Maloney  
Janette Mamedova  
Matthew Joseph Mankowski  
Brittany Michele Mann  
William Mansfield  
Chelsy Judith Mansur*  
Grace Marie Mantyh*  
Adam Lee Marson  
Kendall Jared Martin  
Malcolm Duane Martin  
Kristina Martirosyan  
Elisabeth J. Matthews  
Rashad Devon Matthews  
Stefan Joseph Matts  
Jordan James Mau  
Terrance George Maxwell  
Mason Paul McCann  
Courtney Lyn Mccormick  
Jessica Leigh McGillivray  
Patrick Joseph McGuire*  
Leah Phyllis McHugh  
Corey S. McKenzie  
Kristin Nicole McKeown  
Nicole Jaclyne Meehan  
Ryan Jefferson Meeks  
Michelle Lynn Meier  
Sara Katherine Meier  
David James Meinecke  
John Meise  
Nicholas Todd Melcher*  
Susanna Jung-Ae Melendez  
Timothy Adam Melgard  
Admira Mesanovic  
John Gabe Meyer  
Jaime Lynn Mikush  
Celeste Antoinette Miller  
Jean M. Miller*  
Karlee Ann Miller  
Michelle May Miller  
Nathan Connor Miller  
Owen Graham Miller*  
Beonca Q. Mitchell  
Derek James Mlaker  
Robert Gregory Modlinski  
Michael Barrettt Moe  
Scott M. Moe  
Francie Moehring*  
Brett Alan Mohns  
Edward Ronald Molenda  
Samantha L. Montie  
Monica Maria Moon  
Claribel Morales*  
Danielle Renee Morgan  
Geoff W. Morgan  
Cory James Mueller  
Paul Albert Mueller*  
Erick Matthew Muhlenbeck  
Sergio Muniz  
Joseph Daniel Murphy*  
Nolan Bennett Murphy  
Brandon Michael Murray  
Claire Marie Musa  
Julie Marie Myers  
Billie Lee Myhra  
Luke Anthony Mytch  
Morgan Elizabeth Nager*  
Nat Namdokmai*  
Daniel Asa Nance  
Nicholas Dimitri Nassif  
Mark Thomas Nebel  
Chris Charles Nelson  
Erik Peter Nelson  
Samuel Evan Nelson  
Amanda Nicole Nennig*  
Danielle Lea Neuheisel  
Nicklaus James Neureuth  
Cuong Minh Nguyen  
Vi Nguyen*  
Kathryn Rachel Nichols  
Matthew David Nichols  
Roxanne Renee Nickolie*  
Rachel Elisabeth Niemann  
Heidi Lynn Niespodzany  
Kylie Marie Nimpfius  
Keidryn Christine Nimsgern  
Varinder Kaur Nirwal  
Kathryn Anne Oberg  
Elizabeth Erin Oberle  
Danielle Katherine Oberst  
Olakunle O. Odupitan  
Chiamaka Shantel Okonkwo  
Alexandria Terrill Okrasinski  
Erika Ann Oldenberg*  
Kristin M. Olle  
Dana Marie O'Neill  
Kiara Ormond  
Julio Cesar Ortega  
Skyler James Osborne  
Evan Spencer Oschwald  
Ashley Jo Osness  
Jared Lee Osterman  
Andrew Paul Overon  
Nicole Kelle Owen  
Jayne M. Owens  
Brandon Martese Page

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued
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Mark Timothy Pappas
Joel David Paprocki
Michael James Paquet
Monica Leigh Parkes
Joshua Aaron Parr*
Christos Demetrios Theodore
Passalis-Bain
Gracie Fay Pasterski
Calley Marie Paulson
Emily Suzanne Pawelski
Jacqlyn Ann Pellmann
Justin James Penkala
Robert N. Perzacki
Sydney Petchel*
Cali L. Peterleus
Elijah F. Pickett
Keon Pierce
Emily Ann Piery
Jason Irland Pifer
Emma M. Piper*
Brian Pochinski
Gabriel A. Pollak*
Alexandra Heeg Polzin
Hobie Adam Alexander Ponting
Chelsey Lynn Porth*
Joseph Matthew Pospichal*
Audrey Jean Posten*
Lauren Ashley Powell
Amanda Lynne Prado
Mitchell R. Pratt
Autumn Lane Prazuch
April Michelle Presnell*
Joshua Canaan Priem
Brook Michael Process
Krystal L. Pruett
Halley Gertrude Pucker
Youngsoo Clare Quinn*
Anna Louise Radjenovich
Omar Rafeia
Nathaniel Edwin Rahe
Habib Ali Rahemtulla*
Claudia Elena Ramirez*
Hector Ramirez
Rachel A. Ramirez
Katarina Mirjana Rankovich
Cole Christopher Rasmussen
Jhobe Ratajczyk
Mary Katherine Reamer*
Courtney Leigh Recob
Ethan Michael Reik
Meaghan Kelly Reindl
Steven J. Reinhardt
Kelsey Leahr Ballou Reistad
Kayla Sue Reithmeyer*
Ian James Renfrew
Jada Reynolds
Cassandra Chermae Rice
Alana Marie Richard
Gloria Jean Richardson
Anna Lynn Richter
Charles Ringhand
Phyllicia Nicolle Rios Rivera*
Heather Ann Riviere
Ashley Robertson
Amber Lynn Roepke
Elton Charles Rogers
Robert Wayne Rogness
Amy Kathleen Rohan*
Joseph Gregory Rohde
Kari Ann Romanov
D’Anthony Roeshon Roohr
Miranda Fae Rosenkranz*
Hannah Kathleen Rozelle
Charley Anna Rozga
Leya Diane Ruchti
Cody Lee Ruiz
Lauren Katherine Ruka*
Daniel James Russell
Alyssa Grace Russo
Timothy Ekram Saeed
Rachel Ann Saemann
Maral Rose Safavi*
Shaheen Sultana Saiyed
Laura Lynn Salzman
Michelle Angela Sanchez*
Cindy Renee Sanders
Stephanie Sandum*
Aracelis Lineth Santiago
Ruth Ann Sarbacker
Caroline Elaine Saucier
Meghan Elizabeth Sawdy
Christina Katherine Schaad*
Shelby Mae Schaad*
Donald Lee Schade
Jacob Ivan Schall
Jennifer J. Schattschneider
Wilhelm Gerhard Schaumburg
Kelsey Marie Schellinger
David B. Schiff*
Karl Lang Schimmel
John Paul Schleicher
Katherine Schleier
Kacie L. Schlosser
Jacquelyn Schmeda*
Jillian Marie Schmus
Chelsea Rae Schneider
Trapper Joel Schoepf*
Jamie Marie Schoettlin*
Kersten Marie Schofield
Dana Marie Scholler
Jordan Christine Schrader
Sarah Lynn Schram
Sarah Elizabeth Schroeder
Christine Suzanne Schultz
Michael Christopher Schultz
Bradley Schumacher
Chelsea Lynn Schwabe*
Creighton Schwark
Melissa Ann Schwartz*
Elysses Gwen Sebald
Kayla Rose Selsky
Hanna Rose Sennott
Peter Thomas Sentz*
Nathan James Sessler
Callie Deanne Settles*
Geoffrey Blaine Severin*
Nadia Temam Shabi
Kaitlin Rose Sharkey
Kimberly Lynn Sharp
Brandon Steven Shepard
Mary Elizabeth Shippee
Thomas Shropshire
Danielle E. Shuster
Jibran Siddiqui
Kaela Loraine Simmons
Kurt Patrick Simpson
Theresa Lynn Sitter
Valerie Kay Smallish
Alanna Clare Smith
Emily Mason Smith
Sharonda Smith
Tammy Smith
Bryan Christopher Sobczak
Jessica Marie Sobojinski
David Paul Socha*
Morgan Amelia Sokol*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Ashley Lynn Soldon*  
Madison Solomon*  
Peter Alexander Solomon  
Anne Mae Sonnenberg  
Jackie Jan Soun  
Derek Michael Spaeth*  
Michael Steven Spanbauer*  
Dominique Dante Spencer  
Troy Charles Spielmann  
Brian Daniel Spindler*  
Ashley Elizabeth Sprangers  
Mary Ann Sprotte  
Taylor Joseph Stack  
Kimberly Madonna Starr  
Amanda Therese Stefanski  
Alex James Stehle  
Baraq Asher Stein  
Rebecca Lynne Stein  
Sara Marishah Steinberger*  
Helen Jeanette Steinhauser*  
Theresa Margaret Stemm  
Emily Christine Stephenson  
Amy Beth Sterbin  
Laura Margaret Stevens*  
Eric M. Stewart  
Jared Anthony Stewart  
Jesse D. Stingl  
Stephanie Ann Stock  
Melisa Ann Stone  
Christopher Michael Strege  
Emily Susan Strieg*  
Maxwell Nevin Stroman  
Stuart Michael Strong  
Nicole Rae Suessler  
Danielle Lynn Stukenberg*  
Jabek Thomas Stumpf  
Jordana Evelyn Stuntebeck  
Tia Rae Stutte*  
Jeffery Todd Styka  
Jacob Matthew Suchla  
Nicholas Anthony Suddendorf  
Scott Robert Sullivan*  
Sarah Ann Susami  
Brittany Jean Suttner*  
Taylor Catherine Swanson*  
Jayme Maire Sweeney*  
Laura Marie Swiston  
Anthony Stephan Tadych  
Lauren Anne Talatzko*  
Sarah Rachel Talmadge  
Robert William Tearney  
Willis Theodore Tebben  
Tarek Ahmed Teber  
Maria Sylvia Tellikzoglou*  
Jonathan James Temmer*  
Brittney Elizabeth Tesch*  
Cheng Thao  
Maxwell L. Thiesenhunse  
Casey Shane Thoenen  
Troy Joseph Thomas  
Monica Y. Thomas*  
Joseph Kenneth Thompson*  
Olusola Theresa Thompson*  
Taylor Jonathan Thompson  
Arizona TaylorThorson  
Emily Marie Thorson  
Zachary Thomas Tillman*  
Caitlin Elyse Timmers*  
Cory Tio  
Mary Rachael Tohovitis  
Jessica Tomaszczak  
Simranjeet Kaur Toor  
Anthony Li Townsend  
Austin D. Townsend  
Matthew Peter Tranchita  
Nathan Alexander Tratnik  
Lance Marc Trautman  
Rebecca Jo Tremmel*  
Bernadine Germaine Trimberger  
Andrew Justin Triplett  
Caroline Ames Trompeter  
Allissa Ann Trovillion  
Josias James Troyer*  
Samantha L. Tucker*  
Charles Larnelle Turner  
Jeremy Michael Turnmeyer  
Briania April Tvet  
Elizabeth Simpson Tyler*  
Marina Ericka Tylets  
Steven John Udovich  
Philip Gregory Ufnowski  
Andrew Michael Ullrich*  
Brian Timothy Unterholzner  
Jessica Valitchka  
Jordan A. Van Der Boom  
Megan Jeanne Van Deurzen  
Cassandra June Van Gompel*  
Robert Norman Van Groll  
Bridget Mary Vander Zanden*  
Tomi Lynn Vandergriff  
Amber Lyn Vanouwerkerk  
Kristian Dee Vaughn*  
Michael William Vaughn*  
Patrick Martin Veyinski  
Christopher T. Verhyen  
Karen V. Villanueva  
Rachel Marie Viola  
Danielle Voepel  
Axel Vohs  
Patrick Steven Vollmer  
Nathan Edward Vomhof  
Emily Elizabeth Voss*  
Jamon Patrick Vowinkel  
Jacob Jeffrey Waedekin  
Matthew Lloyd Waite  
Abby Leigh Walker  
Hannah Elizabeth Wallock  
Daniel Thomas Walters*  
Gabrielle Lynn Walters  
Sarah Nicole Wardecke*  
Benjamin John Wargow  
Christine Wasielewski  
Alexandra Elizabeth Wasmer  
James Ottis Watkins  
Tori Wegner  
Steven Thomas Weiskopf  
Jameson Edward Weister*  
Chad Elliott Wells  
Kimberly Frances Wenzel  
Walter Paul Wenzel*  
Maggie Ann Weske  
Emily G. West  
Andrew John Anderegg Westby  
Kendron Jesse Weston  
Scott Francis Weyand  
Taylor Loren Whitaker  
Amanda Rose White  
Bridgette Lea White  
Kelsey Whiford  
Brian David Whitney*  
Heather Marie Wichman*  
Jacob Lee Wild*  
Jacob Ryan Wildhagen  
Rudolph R. Will  
Rebecca Anne Willer*  
Kareem S. William*  
Jamelyn Lee Williams*  
Meredith Williams*  
Octavian B. Willson

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF
LETTERS & SCIENCE

Dylan Thomas Wilmeth*
Julia M. Wirch
Alicja Natalia Witkowska
Kyle Joseph Witkowski
Heidi Pughe Woelhck*
Holly Christine Wojnicz*
Stephanie Alice Wojtanowski*
Christian Matthew Wolf
Kendell Lee Wright
Taylor Lynne Wyman
Andrew Kou Xiong
Jong Xiong
Shoua Xiong
Tang Xiong
Yaomee Xiong
Vicky Lee Yang*
Robert Steven Yee
Lisa Fawn Young
Lucas Ryan Young
Stephanie Marina Young
Alexander Curtis Yunid
Brent William Yunk
Casey Emma Zabel*
Joshua David Zaharias
Jaimie Lee Zahn
Jeffrey Scot Zajdel
Tahmina Zaman
Sara Rose Zander
Michelle Amy Zapf*
Abigail Catherine Zellmer
Emily Anne Zettle
Brian Thomas Zielke*
Amy Marie Zignego*

COLLEGE OF NURSING
Dean Sally P. Lundeen
Bachelor of Science

Alyssa Acerbi
Gadeer F. Ali
Sonia Alonzo
Sarah Ann Alvino
Jeanette Louise Angermeyer*
Abby Lee Apple
Liby Babu
Daniel Aaron Badger
Brittany Janee Bailey
Kiefer W. Baker*
Teresita Barrera
Sara Marie Beisbier*
Chad Bintz
Charmagne Joy Black*
Hindolo Nathaniel Bockarie
Erinne Nichole Bohnman
Jeanne M. Borland*
Jason Born
Kathryn Born
Molly Elizabeth Boyle
Patrick Brablec
Jason Richard Brandeis*
Samantha Lynn Bruggemann*
Allison Burt
Sarah K. Chambers
Alison A. Charette
Paul Cimermanic
Stacy T. Clark
Raquel Jean Cornelio
Ariel Brittany Culver*
Jakia M. Davis
Serena Day (Papillon)*
David John Deau*
Geena DeGrazia
Sara Suzanne Denoto-Kniesly
Bianca M. Dieck*
Josiah David Dierbeck
Crystal Ann Dowe
Erin Lynn Dunham
Heather Lynn Durant
Jackie Mae Ebben
Benjamin Eiden
Jennifer Erich
Abigail Roberta Erickson
Mary Ajoa Esson
Shawn Marie Feltz*
Kathryn Fenney
Melissa Filut
Cherise Nichole First
Andrea M. Flores
Clifford Michael Foskett*
Arianne Raeelle Foster*
Sarah Elizabeth Fox*
Elena V. Fuchs*
Amber Marie Fuesting
Rebecca Gann*
Tanya Garbett
Kaley Rae Gerou
Ariana Maria Gillmore
(Culbertson)*
Amanda Joy Goodman
Joanathan Gregory*
Robin A. Griffin
Anna Lee Grisson*
Ashley Alise Hall
Lauren Elizabeth Harder*
Casey Ann Hasenstein*
Arsha Lorraine Hayalian*
Jessica Jean Heling*
Emily Ann Henkel
Gwen Elizabeth Herzog
Matthew Anthony Hettenbach
Brittany Rae Hilker*
Monica Hinojosa-Alcocer
Lauren Angela Hurst*
Crystal Lee Jacobs
Xochitl Guadalupe Jaminet
Jennifer C. Janosik
Fetaw Mesghenna Kefleyesus
Cassandra Kite
Julie Klackner*
Kimberly A. Knasinski
Taylor Jayne Kostecki
Warren Walter Kothrade*
Julie Rose Kranz*
Laura A. Kresch*
Michelle Anastasia Krueger
Elizabeth Carla Kuss
Oksana Valentinovna Lanum
Blessing Lee*
Denise Leeper
Katie Elizabeth Leist
Sonja Lynn LePine
Victoria Evans Leuck
Amy Lewis*
Heidi Marie Lopez*
Camille Steffens Lucjak*
Tammy Mack
Michelle Nicole Mamerow*
Tressa Lee Mann*
Nygil D. Matthews*
Natalie Ann McGovern
Adam Michael Medina*
Amber Lynn Miehle
Abigail Jean Miller*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Serra Cemile Sudemir
Rebecca Lynn Sylla
Kerry Talbert
Kristal Taylor
Nathan Stanley Taylor
Mariya Teuton
Tiffany Marie Theard*
Samantha Lynne Theut*
Alyssa Marie Thome*
Rebecca Ann Thornton
Breyana Visser
Kara Ellen Vogel*
Ashley Lynn Vos
Muzi Kitandu Waight
Marla Jean Warnke
Autumn D. Watters
Ellen Ashley Wegner
Sierra Christine Weitkuhn
Monica Marie Wemmert
Laura Louise Wenzel
Jessie Adell Westphal
Lauren Ann Wieners
Tenja Rene Wilke
Martha Ann Wilson
Raylena Nicole Windmon
Houa Xiong
Xang Xiong
Alexandra Yurkovsky*
Ashley Nicole Zaremba
Ines Maria Zaremana
Amy Marie Zemplinski*
Veronica Zignego*

**HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE**

Dean Stan Stojkovic

*Bachelor of Science*

Armando Abella
Michael Allen Ade
Cameron Courtney Armstrong
Sara Ann Arnoldussen
Diana Azimov
Africa Marquitia Banks
Joshua Nicholas Bannon
Timothy Shaun Behagen
Lee Benjamin Bennin*
Joy Alyssa Berggren*
Amber Lynn Bloom

Evan James Brill
Samantha Brock
Jill Marie Bronk
Mary Dean Brown
Allyson Marie Brunner
Paula Marie Brycki
Michael Joseph Cappozzo
Megan Anne Carey
Kristi N. Carlisle
Emily Mary Carlton
Mark Allen Cohen*
Christopher Michael Collingwood
Joseph Stephen Commins
Dustin Jacob Constino
Patricia Danielle Curtin
Linsey Gerard Curzon*
Nicholas Adam Czechowicz
Tiagan Tara Dahl
Benjamin Thomas Delaney
Jonathan M. Dewey
Christopher Jeffrey Dey
Kyle M. Dillon
Jeffery Aaron Dixon
Tatjana Djuric
Victoria June Dodd
James Bernard Doyle
Jenise Desha Ealy
Claude Rovon Edwards
Shima Eidi
Lauren Rose Enking
T Benjamin Fischer
Kyle Thomas Fleming
Melinda Denise Flores
Stephen James Fozard*
Cynthia A. Frahm
Shae Lynn Franke
Jesus Gama
Brandon Thomas Gates
Leah Renee Giuliani
Kristin Ann Goman
Cerabeth Marie Goodwin
Thomas Luke Gossett
Mary Ann Groth
Jennifer Catherine Guenther
Jessica Treat Gulbranson
Michael Dane Hamilton
Amber Elea Handrich
Johnny Hang
TaNesha Lanae Harris

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
continued

HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Sara Kay Helminger
Andrew Perry Hendricks*
Mai Blia Her
Jessica Lanel Hickman
Alyssa Marie Hink
Brian James Hunt
Molly Jeanette Hutson
Lynsey Idle*
Ashlee Jackson
Courtney Elizabeth Jansen
Katherine Lynn John
Colin Lee Kaehler
Gennie M. Kastigar
Brianna Lynn Keaton
Jamie Lynn Kempfer
Alexandra Marie Kernen
Rajish Nabil Clifford Kerns
Anna Mae Kirchenwitz*
Annette Maureen Kohl
Dustin Scott Kopljen
Leilah Marie Korban*
Jessica Ann Kowalefski
Joshua James Kuchta
Lisa Rae Lafreniere
Alissabyth Anne Lahvic
Jessica Renee Lang
Christopher Michael Lawrence
Celia Lebesch*
Joseph Lee
Emily Lehman
Brian L. Lindley
Stephanie Bell Linneman
Jacob James Long
Montolen Adia Long
Cyleer Quyn Love
Nathan Christopher Luecht*
Halim Ibn Mahdi*
Alyssa Michelle Mares
Daniel James McGinnis
Jolene Marie Meissner*
Frederick Benjamin Melms
Denise Melvin
Marissa Mielske
Kenneth Lance Moody
Alexis Desire Moore
Rocio E. Morejon
Alexander Muhlenbeck*
Kelli Marie Murphy
Krystal Lynn Murphy
Matthew Mursch
Paige Alexandra Narloch
Joshua Timothy Nelson
Erik David Nespoli
Daniel Luke Newkirk*
Justin Michael Nies
Rachel Niyonsaba
Jesse Allen O’Clare
Adrienne Danielle O’Neil
Phytima Ogbeifun*
Eric Michael Pappas
Kari Ann Pedersen*
Kesha Rae Pickard
Hattie M. Price
Jessica Lynn Ramos
Emily E. Rausch*
Shameka Renee Redd
Carnika Vanisha Reed
Sierra Sue Riesberg
James Joseph Rodman
Ashley Marie Rogowski
Timothy Scott Rorabeck
Shardon Rouse-Thompson
Sierra Monica Rozmenoski*
Danielle Leah Sands
Dalicia Marie Santiago
Troilan A. Santiago
Adam Mathias Schein
Grace Katherine Schimmel
Heather Beverley Schiro-Jahn
Colin James Schulz
Jonathan Patrick Schwab*
Bailey Frances Schwartz
Shaun M. Shambeau
Tiffany Marie Shaw
Kate Elizabeth Shore
Aaron Jacob Sidman*
Aaron J. Sievert
Madeleine Clair Soule
Jessica Anne Sparks
John Lamont Springstube*
Nicolas James Stanczyk
Nicholas Richard Stark
Samantha Victoria Steffens
Ryan J. Straus
Debra Ann Stuczynski-Sumie*
Marie Katherine Sturgill
Rose Marie Terry*
Bao Thao
Adrian D. Thomas
Chelsey Lyn Traynor
Alex Patrick Trepanier
Rodney V. Triggs
Brett Patrick Vaisholtz
Abbey Van Boxtel
Jason Robert Van Engel
Joel Vanga
Sarah Marie Vogt
Zachary Patrick Watson
Shane Michael Waubanascum
Tashiana Monique Webb
Brandon James Weiland
Spencer Richard Welsch
Haley Marie Wenzel
Romale Antonio Wicks
Dennis Allen Williams
Kayla Christine Williamson*
Brandon Latrel Wilson
Abbey Lynn Witt
Natalie Witzlib
Halston James Wolber
Kayla Jean Wolfe
Todd Sanford Woods
Bree Ahlyn Wucherter
Kao Nou Xiong
Nkauj Sua Xiong
Daniel Yang
Lyanne Seng Yang
Maysong Yang*
Vang Yang
Kathryn Elizabeth Zettl
Donna Irene Zewen-Rossmann*
Lucas James Ziegler*
Chad Michael Zoltak

*Awarded Commencement Honors
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A special thank you to the dedicated UWM Volunteers and Staff who made Commencement possible

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS
Paul W. Rediske
Joan C. Aguado Ware*
Shirley J. Bufford
Shannon M. Byrne Irwin
Colin P. Daly
Kay C. Eilers
Theresa J. Franz
Bonnie D. Halversen
Linda A. Hausladen*
Scott A. Hoffland*
Linda C. Huang
Mark H. Huang
Travis L. Jones
Dusko V. Josifovski
Paul S. Merkey
Melissa E. Moutry
Kim M. Omachinski*
Laurie B. Petersen
Paul W. Rediske
James D. Schmidt
Mandy M. Sheriff
Kim M. Silbersack
Ramona M. Sledge
Laura A. Stark
Katherine L. Steinbach
Dao Vang
Linda F. Walker
Gwyn E. Wallander
Elisabeth A. Warras*
Kurt C. Young Binter

* Name Reader

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS
Shannon Rickert
Nicole Stelzner

UWM PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES STAFF
Cindy Tweedt

UWM POLICE DEPARTMENT
Sergeant Jamie Kuenzi and a team of Officers from the UWM Police Department staffed Commencement to ensure a safe and enjoyable event for all. We thank the UWM Police Department for their service.

COMMENCEMENT MANAGEMENT
Kristin Van Housen, Senior Administrative Program Specialist, Secretary of the University’s Office

CHANCELLOR’S STAFF
Brad Stratton, Senior University Relations Specialist

SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY’S OFFICE VOLUNTEERS
Carolyn Arnold
Kimberly Kimpel
Laura Kroeger
Sarine Schmidt

ALUMNI RELATIONS VOLUNTEERS
Adrienne Bass
Sandy Botham
Sarah McCalvy
Elizabeth Mueller
Amy Tate
PHOTOGRAPHS
Professional photographers from Central Valley Photography capture images of each graduate before he or she walks across stage and while on stage. Photo proofs are sent to graduates. Photos can be ordered by calling Central Valley toll free at 877-446-2196 or 847-683-7130.

COMMENCEMENT VIDEO
You may view and download today’s ceremony online at http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/com_cer/com_archives.cfm

SOCIAL MEDIA
Share your commencement day with us! Graduates, family, friends and alumni, connect with us on social media. Tweet and instagram your commencement moments by using the hashtag #uwmgrad. Check out all your tweets and photos at uwm.edu.